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The Oldtimers' Grapevine
It was eventually
decided that The
Chalice Hymnal
would be an essentially Disciples
of Christ hymn
book. It was projected that initial
sales would be
something like 80
to 90,000 copies.
There were actually 160,000 sold
on the initial run.
The first order
came from the
Davis Memorial
Christian
Church,
Taylorville, IL where
Hymn Book Editor Daniel Merrick's son had
been on the staff.
Two years later,
the Centennial
Christian Church
in Bloomington,
IL where his sonin-law,
Randy
Williams, is pastor, submitted an
order
which
brought the total
receipts to a million dollars! Todate over 200,000
copies have been
sold

DANIEL MERRICK: Minister, Hymnologist
and Editor of New "Chalice Hymnal"
'
By William K Fox, Sr
Daniel Merrick of Raymore, MO has believed
for more than 40 years
that the average Christian minister must deal
weekly with at least
two books. "One," says
Dan, "is the Christian
Bible. And the other is
a hymn book. It baffled
me to discover early in
my seminary years of
preparation that seminaries
regarded the
Bible as a basic and
required subject, but
few, if any, required a
student to study hymnology. Yet the minister is expected to give
leadership to others in
the study and use of
both! " Merrick has
spent most of his professional ministry in efforts to correct that deficiency.

Dan Merrick, Chalice Hymn Editor, immersed in
his Foxwood Springs patio converted into an office
Surely it was within the
flow of Divine Providence that in 1991
General Church program unit leadership selected Daniel Merrick
to edit the most popular
Disciples
of Christ
hymn book in the denomination's
history.
Eight years ago the
General Board of the
Church approved a new
hymn book resolution.
Dan served three years

as chair of the first
hymn book committee.
However, five years
ago when the Division
of Homeland Ministries
of the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
and the Christian Board
of Publication picked
up the mandate and enabled the hymn book
proposal to receive financial backing and
technical expertise, the
(Continued on page 2)
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Merrick, the Seminarian, Succeeds as a Hymn Writer
(Continued from page I)
project "took wings" and
became a reality. Dan was
selected to be the editor of
the new hymn book. In
1996 the hymn book was
released and to-date over
200,000 copies have been
sold.
A Divine Presence has
been preparing Dan for
such leadership years before the
church took
those actions. The saga of
Daniel Merrick, the minister , was born in childhood
dreams. "From the earliest
time I can remember, "
Dan says, "I think I
wanted to be a minister."
This notion was undergirded when he went to
Bloomington, IL to visit
his grandparents on his
mother's side. They were
co-superintendents of the
Downtown City Rescue
Mission in Bloomington,
IL. Whenever his parents
visited them he would go
with his grandparents to
the evening church services which were held
daily and three times on
Sunday. The mission services featured "the old
hymns of Zion!"
Furthermore, the congregations where Dan was
fortunate to attend provided him with pleasant

and satisfying expenences. This encouraged
his development as a minister, hymn writer, student of hymnology and
now a hymn book editor.
All have been the fruits of
hard work and persevering faith.

Texas Christian ••• ----~~-University or
some
where
else, he became
impressed by
an
associate
minister oftheir
congregation,
named Benton
Roy
Hanon.
Benton
had
gone to the
College of the
Bible at Phillips
University
In

Dan grew up in a family
that was closely knit even
though the father's work
in the early years called
for mobility. His dad was
a civil engineer who
worked for the government during the Depression years. At first his
Dad's
abilities
were
needed to help build locks
and dams along the Mississippi River. Later, in
1939, when the Defense
Act was passed
by
Congress during World
War II, he was transferred to Texas where he
used his civil engineering
skills to construct military
establishments in several
places until he retired.

Enid,
"Benton

OK.
im-

pressed
me
more by the
manner
In
which he carried
himself
more than any
intentional effort he made to
influence
my
decision
to
c h 0 0 s e
Phillips," Dan
says.
The
choice
of

The year after Dan,
left seminary, he entered a hymn writing
contest sponsored by
the Hymn Society in
h
cooperation with t e
National Council of
Churches. The theme
for all contestants
was "One Fellowship
in Christ." His submission was chosen
as one of five out of
200 entrees to be
printed
Encouraged by this
experience he entered another hymn
contest with copy.
His became one of
two selectedfor pubfication. The two
hymn writers, Mary
Ellen Jackson of
Baltimore, MD and
Dan, and a thirdperson, were invited by
the Hymn Society to
attend their annual
meeting. The third
person was Harry
Emerson Fosdick,
the famous preacher
who had just written
"0 God Who To a
L al U e."
oy nom

Phillips was his
first long step
toward a rewarding Christian
ministry
and a growing ••••••• _-,.
commitment to and appreciation of hymnology.

The mobility of the Merrick family enabled Dan to
attend several elementary
and secondary schools.
He had gone to five high
schools during his senior
year because of the nature
of his father's work. Finally, when trying to decide whether to go to

The next important step came
when Dan walked into the of
(Continued on page 3)
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Fascination With Hymns Maintained in His Ministry
(Continuedfrom

The saga of Dan
Merrick as etlitor
of documents on
hymno1ogyis niX
ended He is currenJIyteamed with
SusonAdoms of
New Albany, IN
editing a COMMENTARYon

theCHAUCE
HYMNAL
BeI1 Cortwright
who hod been a
member of the
hymnbook~
mittee, »us also to
have been a member of the editorioI
team, but he died
in April 1996.. The
editors have assigned several
writers to develop
historicol and interpretative llI1ides
for each hymn.

The Ouistion
Board of Pub/ica..
tionhas~

nounced tJwt the
COMMENTARY
will be released in
Febmmy 1997.

page 2)

fire of Stephen 1. EngIaOO,
Dean of the Conege of the
Bibleand met the officesec-

retaIy, Dagmar GustafSon.
Dagmar was busy working her way through college. But soon after that
meeting she made another primary commitment. She became Mrs.
Merrick and took on the
challenge of becoming
the dedicated matron of
the family. So the foundations of the Dan and
Dagmar Merrick Household were begun.
First, there was daughter
Linda, a Phillips graduate, now Mrs. Randy
Williams in Bloomington, IL where her husband is pastor of the
Centennial
Christian
Church. Then there was
. daughter
Karen,
a
Phillips graduate, now at
the
First
Christian
Church, Peoria, IL as the
associate minister. Finally, there was son
David Merrick, Jr, also a
Phillips graduate, now
married to Carol and
serving the First Christian Church of Olathe,
KS as Minister of Education and Music. Lots
of good things came out

Dan Merrick at his personaUy assembled 1000 plus
volumes of hymns and research books library
of Dan and Dagmar's
meeting in the seminary
dean's office.
But Dan Merrick's interest in hymns, which had
begun in his summer
youth conference experiences, continued. He often wondered why there
were so few Disciples of
Christ authors of hymns.
While exploring magazines in the seminary library, he became acquainted with the journal
of the Hymn Society of
America. This organization looked upon hymns
from a scholarly perspective.
He joined the Hymn Society primarily to get the
journal but later he became an active member.
Other relationships with
hymnologists were nurtured through his active
membership in the Association of Disciples Musi-

3

Clans.
The interest in hymnology
continued after seminary
graduation. He was called
to serve the United
Church (Baptist and Disciples) in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin as senior minister for eight years; moved
to the Panama Canal Zone
to pastor the Margarita
Union Church on the Atlantic side of the Isthmus
for ten years and help raise
a young family, then returned to the States to
become the senior minister for the Glen Oak
Christian Church, Peoria,
Illinois for 20 years before
retirement in 1991.
Over the last forty years or
more he has collected a
personal library of over
1000 books in hymnology.

(Continued on Page 4)
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community affairs since
1975.
She attended
Shorter College of Little
Rock, AR and was a
staff member of Lincoln
University's
student
union and later Page Library from 1970 to June
1984 when she retired.

Merrick
(Continued from Page 3)
Pastor Merrick has spent
the first five years of retirement in the fulfillment
of his life-long passion and
appreciation of church
hymns by serving as editor
of the denomination's first
truly Disciples of Christ
hymn book.
The Merrick Household
experienced the climax of
this accomplishment collectively in November
when Phillips Seminary in
Enid, OK awardedhim
"The Outstanding Alumnus Award for 1996"
based mainly upon his
contributions to The Chalice Hymnal." All 12 family members and the grand
children attended.

Faithfulness
Awarded
Jefferson
City, MOWhen the CWU met at
the Quinn Chapel A. M.
E. Church of Jefferson
City for the November
1996 "World Community
Day" observance they
gave Willie E. Martin
Green
the
National
Church Women United's
"Valient Woman of the
Year" Award.

Presenter
Joseph
Trower cited her service
as coordinator of the
"Wells" study group and
her willingness to attend
meetings and serve on
task forces.

Willie Green, the widow
of the late Rev. William
Green, a pastor of Second
Christian Church in the
city, has been active in

Disciples of Christ at Pilgrim Place,
Claremont, CA- Pilgrim
Place is a senior citizen
retirement
community
which once had relationship with the Congregationalist denomination.
Within its current community of approximately
300 are the following

In making the award to
Mrs. Green, the local
CWU cited her recruitment of 20 sustaining women members from
her small congregation
of less than 100 members~ and her' wholehearted participation in
special CWU outreach
efforts.

from T. J. Liggett

residents who belong to
the Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ): Helen and Hall Shorrock
(formerly church workers
in Japan); Ned and Alma
Roberts (formerly church
workers in Zaire); ArIa 1.
Elston (formerly general

church staff, pastor in St.
Louis, MO; staff for Regional Church in Southwest, and chair of a General Assembly
GMP
search committee); Carroll and Dorthea Lemon
(formerly Nebraska State
(Continued on page 5)
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Mrs. Green it the
mother of fOlD' children: William, Jr.,
deceaset/; Waymon
MaI1om, KWh Point,
NC; Mattie Ouunhers, Jifferson City;
EdnaBnmnock,
Kilnsas City. MD. She
IUJs fOlD' grand children and two grmt
grand children.
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Some Senior Citizen Models in Courageous Witness
was hung in the church
foyer.

Another Faithfulness A ward
Jefferson

Mrs. Pennington, a native
of Jewell, KS and now
resident of the Foxwood
Springs Retirement Community in Raymore, MO,
had been a congregational
leader at First Church in
Jefferson City for 15
years and an elder for six
years.

City, MO-

During a First Christian
Church
Elder/Deacon
Emeritus Dinner held at the
Mrs. Pennington has
Rickman
CenIibemI art degrees
ter November
from Kansas State
3, 1996, Olivia
and PhiI6ps UniversiPennington
ties and spedal study
was one of
in English grammar.
four persons
She has sons, Phil in
gIven an emerKansas~, Mo and
itus elder cerStephen in Augw1D,
tificate and her
Ga
name added to
a plaque which

While assIstmg her late
husband, The Rev. James
Pennington, who served
14 years as the founding
pastor of the Jefferson
City, MO Community
Church, she had been a
public information specialist for the State Health
Department.
Following her husband's
death in June 1979, she
became an active leader in
First Church including

chair of the Membership Department, and'a
Team Teacher for an
adult class.
Edward D. Anderson,
retired President of the
Missouri School ofReligion, was the Elder/
Deacon Emeritus dinner
keynoter.
Lawrence R. Veatch is
the senior minister for
First Church.

Talk About Religion
-by Ernest Newborn

*If God seems far
away, who moved?
*The Golden Rule: He
who has the gold
makes the rules.
*Blessed are the meek,
for they will catch it
from both sides!

Pilgrim Place Disciples
(Continued from page 4)
Council of Churches)
staff; Lester Mc Allister
(formerly UCMS Christian education
staff,
scholar, professor
in
church history at Christian Theological Semi-

nary, Indianapolis, IN);
and Lois and Rhodes
Thompson (retired advocates in Christian stewardship in a St. Louis,
MO pastorate; chair of
Disciples DHM Board of
Directors; church work in
Zaire; seminary profes5

sor at Phillips, Enid, OK;
free-lance overseas service; interim ministries
Denver, CO; Los Angeles
and San Diego, CA);
Daniel/Frances
Genung
(retired founding pastor!
(Continued on page 6)
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MELVIN C. DICKSON
Methodist University.

Melvin C. Dickson
Dallas, TX- Melvin C. Diclcson, a
fuithful Dis;iples of Christ IBSk>r
of more than 60 years
died
November 11, 1996 ina localinfirmary. A memorial service was
held November 16 in the Warren
Avenue Chun:h with the Senior
Pastor, L. B. Facen as the officiant.
There was official IepIesentation
from the secular and religious organizations in the Dallas community, and regional and general expressions of the denomination
He was premkxl in death by his
wife, ElUIice,and his brother Emmett James Dickson. Fonnal education included attendance at
Southern Christian Institute, Edwards, MS and the School ofRellgion (now Christian Theological
SemiDaIY)at Butler University, Indianapolis, lN, and Southern

nation He was an ardent cJe..
00ter of doctrinal and ecclesiastical policy questions. He was not
1his mtm coIJedM C
easily moved from
Dickson
positions as he
Has
a
gentle strength
came to understand
them
and is not afiuid to try

His pastoral servia: of some 60
years was dislioctive in that it
only involved two congregations. Following seminaty, he
was called to serve Louden Avenue Christian Church of
Roonoke, VA in 1947. After 5
years the indebtedness was liquidated and a building fimd established.

A memorial poem
called ''This Man
Called M C. Diclcson," was written by
one of his sons,
Joseph (''Donnie)
Dickson The two
stanzas highlighted
and shown in the
left column capture
the ~
of the
Melvin Dickson
Conunitment..

Pastor Dickson answered a call
to Boll Street Christian Church
in Dallas, TX in early 1952; but
returned to Louden Avenue in
Roonoke after nine months.
The National Christian MissioDaIYConvention was hosted
by Louden Avenue before he
returned to Warren Avenue
(Fonnerly Boll Street) Christian
Church of Dallas, TX in 1952
where he remained for an additional4l years and retirement in
1993. The congregation then
elected him emeritus minister.

He 1eJsothers know
just where he ~
And that is the reason
w~

There are many kintb
of greoJ1U!ss
In this wotfd of obey
and trust
But only one Rev. M
CDickson
A dad very special to

Left to mourn his
loss are thrre sons:
Melvin Curtis Dickson, Jr. of
San Diego, CA; Joseph D.
Dickson and wife, June of
Nederland, TX; and Larry R
Dickson and wife, Sarah, of
Laguna Niguel, CA; one
daughter, Brenda Cuny of
Allen Texas; five grandchildren; and one sisler, Gertnde
Frisco of Houston, TX.

Pastor Dickson was a ardent orthodox preacher in the Campbellite tradition He was frequently called upon to lead revival meetings throughout the

More on Disciples at Pilgrim Place
(Continuedfrom page 5)
director of All Peoples
Christian Church and
Community Center, Los
Angeles, CA and freelance writer; Harold/
Mary Hanlin ( formerly a
WW2 Chaplain in South
Pacific remaining there to

start a Congregational
supported missionfeaturing his linguistic skills in
translations for
the
United Bible Society);
and Virginia and Thomas
1. Liggett (retired head of
seminary in Puerto Rico;
president of the United

Christian Missionary Society and Christian Theological Seminary, and
leadership in Church
Women United, Indianapolis, IN). Please remember these Disciples
your prayers.
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FRED MOSELEY & w. A. WELSH

Raymore, Mo- Fred E. Mooeley
of the Foxwood S~
Living
oommuni1y ~
away Q100er
31, 1996. 1k memorial service
WdS bcld in the Raymore Christian
Church November 4, 1996 where
he WdS a fuithful member. Senior
minister Richard A Rintamaa WdS
the officiant.
Upon his demise the 84 ~ old
native of Sterling, CO WdS amtending daily with limited eye
sight. His furmalizOOeducation did
not go too fur beyond IXJblic!dlooI
and the John Brown Schools of
Siloom Springs, AR. However, he
became an effective machinist
through special effort and emollment in the Civilian Conservation
Corps. One ~, in lieu of fulled
attempts to hitch-hike, he and a
CCC friend chose to ride to Fred's
home in Muskogee, OK on

nDher, Bible student and a lay
church elder. A !m, Dan Maleley, senior plStOr of the Vme
Street Christian
Church
of
~with
defemrj..
Nashville, lN,
noJion,the Ouimon
~
regarded as
the "Cathedral
mzy and church, Fred

Thanksgiving week~
on a
fieight train. As he sat on the bed
of the box car easing into the
~
rail yard, he instmtly
saw his futme bri<Je.«>.be,Oma,
as she f(d: a short-<:utacm;s the
tracks on her way to work. That
same week there was an WlpIanrm nming ofOma and Fred
in a Christian Endeavor nming
MemtingfuI. relationships were instituted and eventually finalized
into a marriage which lasted 62
years.

~"fur

rereivetl infight and

the denominavisionto~
tion; daughter,
fJJt!IflIe tJuee Daily
Marsha of Chino,
@u!m.francJtiw!s, esCA is manied to
fJIbIish and maintain
John Wolfersberger, a fornu
theMO-MJL Machine
Regional Church
and MtlIIIl/acturing
slaff tnenDer in
~ for eighteen
three regions; and
yean.
daughter.
Kay
Herrell of Arlington, VA:, !m, Fred E. Mo9dey,
Jr of San Fraocisx>, CA, and
another !m, Harold P. Moseley
of Omaha, NE .

B~
with determination, the
Christian way and church, Fred
n:ceived insight and vision to successfully cpernte three Dairy
Queen franchises, tSablish and
maintain the MO-Mll... Machine
and Manufuduring sIq> fur eighta'n years. He did not relinquish
the latter until he WdS seventy.fu.Jr
years old and fulling eyesight and
the stresses of the IDaIket-place
took their toll Eighteen years ago
he retired at Foxwood Springs

In addition there is a si&er,~
Jamin.cooofMuskogee, OK; sixteen grandchildren. and eight
great-gnmdchildren.

All of their children oompleted
college degree programs at
Phillips University, Enid, OK.

Interment WdS in Floral Hills
Memorial Gardens.

Left to celebrate Fred's plSSing is

Oma, fuithful wife, dedicated

~ A. Welsh: Preacher, Seminary Head, Publisher
DaDas, TX- Retired East Dallas Christian Church Senior
Pastor, W. A Welsh, fonner
president of Lexington The0logical SeminaIy, Lexington,
KY and head of the denomination's Clnistian Board ofPublication in St. Louis, MO, died
December 12, 1996 from a

temtinal illness.The 79 year
old Fort Worth, TX native led
East Dallas Church as senior
pastor from 1950-1965 untilit
became the largest in the denomination with 4000 ~
hers.

inaIy dwing one of its most
formative periods in 19651973.

Welsh left the saninary to assume the administration of
the denomination's JXlblishing
house from 1974 to 1982

He headtxithe Kentucky sern-

Continued on Page 8
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Alfred Edwards, Sr.
Des MOOies, IA- Alfred Henly
Edwards was tre Dl of Lovanna
and Alvin Edwards born in
Muskogee, OK 0ct00er 21, 1922.
He died November 28, 1996
following an extended period of
~
Senior Pastor Tim C. Diebel d
First Christian CImrch was the
officiant with other Disciple
ltlini&ersand Regional Minister &
President Richard Guentel1 in
lJAX2"Midwest~
Edwards was a loyal ahumms of
Jatvis Christian College, H<mirins,
TX and a student at Drake
University. He served in the United
States Anny in World War IT in
NortIxm France and Rhineland,
and rereived several decorations
and citations. He returned to
become a dedicated member of

ARY - FEBRUARY 1997

Mr. Vertreese was born Fdlruaty
21,1914toEgbertandMaryM
Starks Vertra:se in ••• ------17re consInIdive injIM~
City, Mo.
ence
of the IJJteGarfield
Following
v~
Sr. andthe
elementary
and
HouseJwld continues in
~
education
thee stoles through its fled.
in Liberty, MO he
icoted members of:
rereived an associate
wife of 59 years, Louise;
degree in printing
four sons, three daughfrom
Western
ters, 19granddrildren; 12
University
in
greot grandchildren, ~
Quindaro, KS.
toni re/otives and many

Alfred Edwards was earnestly
involved with a variety of
hmnanitarian organizmions in tre
comnnmity. Among his h<fu.es
were photography, collection of
gadgets and appreciation of
nrusic.
Wire, Henrietta, three sons, too
daughter-in-laws,
a
granddaughter and a host of
distant kin and friends sincerely
mown his loss.

He was united in
holy matrimony to
Looise E. Agent August 25,
1937 in Kansas City and to this
union seven children were bom
Garfield became tre household
~
He was employed by
General Motors Assembly at tre
Leeds Chevrolet Plant for 34
years before retiring in February
1979. He was deeply involved as
an all-levels leader at Central
Christian Church serving as
moderator and/or chair of major
task groups and had similar roles
with conununity organiZ1.ltions
and scouting.

Kansas City, MG- Garfield
Washington Vertreese, Sr., the
soft-spoken senior church elder,

Welsh Leaves Two Sons in the Ministry
Continued from Page 7

when modem teclmology in
the market place demanded
improvement in equipment
and fucilitiesin order to contime eflect:ivelyand SlUVlVe
. ..
Dr. Welch servedthe church at
all levels including being the
.dent of the International

Convention of the denomination which is the prerlecessor
to the Gem"al Assembly.
He alsotaught at Texas Christian University, Fort Worth,
TX; PerlcinsSchoolofThroIogy, Dallas, TX; and Union
Thrological Seminary,NYC ..

He leaves to mourn his loss
wife Billie Ruth, and three
sons,: the Rev. Robert K.
Welch, an associate general
minister and Prelident of the
Church Fmance Council; the
Rev. David L. Welsh, Wilson,
N. C; and James.Welsh,
Tulsa, OK
8
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g'eft4 "7D1t?7M OLIVE B. LONG & ROLLAND SHEAFOR
SCI fuculty. By 1927 trey decided
that God was calling them, oct to ,..
tre Belgian Congo, rot to Mission Field USA trere at SCI One
of her ... creative ministries was
delivering books to one room
!dJools for blades in tre Mississippi coontIyside with her Bodemcbile... Meanwhile, by April
19, 1991, when John died, trey
were within six weeks of celebrating tIm 66th. wedding anniversmy. 1beirs was a tmdel marriage... to my knowledge they
never had an argwneot. ..

Olive Made "The Manse" a Harbor of Hope.
Ro8emead, CA- With Califomia
Christian Home Chaplain Judy
Bever officiating, and Senior Pastor 1. T. Bottoms and Flutist
MitcreJl Morton of All Peq>Ie's
Christian Chwclt, Los Angeles,
CA ~
a Service ofCelebration in trernoty of tre Homegoing of Olive Buffington Long
NovenDer 30, 1996 was held lue
December 2, 1996. Son-in-law
RImes Thon:lpgJn of Claremont,
CA, retired minister, ~
and
mi$ionaIy, gave tre "Memorial
TrilMe." Lois Long Th>rrqmn,
daughter and church leader, tre
only IreIOOer oftre fumily remaining, a1linmi his rematks. The following are excerpts :
"May 1, 1991, I had tre privilege
of giving a memorial tribute to
John Long, my futIu-in-law ... ~
day I am honored to do tre same

for my ma:her-in-law ...
Let Ire begin by celdxating her as
a pioneer. While at Eureka College she and John Long fdl in love
...and decided trey \\OOld get married when he graduated. ..go as
~
to what was tren tre
Belgian Congo. Sinre she graduated ahead of him, our Mission
Booni sent her ...to be a trernber of
tre bi-racial fuculty of Soolhern
Christian Institute in Edwards,
~.
They felt she...\\OOki
~ invaluable trnining for \\Uk
with black ~le
in Aftica. ..
When I realize that she was in her
early malties. .., I nrost celebrate
her as a coorageous pioneer who
blazed tre trail that <Xhersoould
ride upon several cIec<d:s later...

•••
"17re Manse"

pic-

tured in the uwer I4t
lXJnfeI' »us

"home"

forthe~'s
Family« Soudu!m
C1IrWionbWitute
lIIId somesinglefaculty for 29 yewn..

Mrs. Long /tqgeJ
many activitief in
17reManse until SCI

mergedHith
TougIDJoo College
nonh of JIICksoI4MS

''I want to celebrate her role as

in 1953-54. OlivelIIId

mother to her two daughters,
Jean and Lois. It was 00 ea&ytalk
to help those girls juggle their
roles in their mo distinct spIues
of life in ~:
tre integrated world of tre SCI campus
wlue fuculty rnenilers and their
children grt to know each other
as peers, and tre white world of
Edwards wlue Jean and Lois
had to go to !dxx>I....

family thm IIIOIledto

CoIifcmiD MIuw.
g« Iu!rMllSlasDegree ill LiJNvry

~jeiIteJ

so.

Iter luis-

banJ6If the ~

manColkge~
«~C4and

retired with him to
the CoIif0mi4 Christian Homein~
merItl, C4 in .1anIIoty

1972 Here, of
"I close these remaJks with this
~shembmshout of thanksgiving fur the
leeredfor a book cort
good life of our beloved
job.
mother,mother-inlaw ...grandIoother and great- •••••••
_
grandmother and aunt: Praise God
fium whom all ~flow!"

''I also celebrate her as his (John
Long's) wife and teammate on tre

RoHand H. Sheafor: BCE President, O. E. Scott Bd Cm.
Pinehurst, N.C.- Retired
Rolland H Sheafor, fourth
president of the Board of
Church Extension of the
Clnistian Church (Disciples of
Christ), died December 21,
1996 in his home. He had retired in December 1979 as the
chief exeartive of BCE after

_

largtS and most progres.<ive
capital service units in Protestantism."

35 years of stellarsernce.
0Jrrent BCE President James
L. Powe1l,said 'We continue
to be blessed by Rolland
Sheafor's legacy in which his
dynamic administrative ability
produced changes in sernces
and structure of the Board
that establishedit as one of the

Left to mourn his loss is wife,

Laura F~
a son, Scnbner, a daughter, Margaret
Jackson; and three grandchildren
9
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in her youth and nurtured in
her high school education experience at Southern Christian
Institute, Edwards, MS.

Camella J. BamesLos Angeles, CA- Carnella
Jamison
Barnes
had her
Homegoing January 4, 1997
and a celebrative memorial
service January 10 under the
direction of her pastor, Foster
Craggett, interim minister for
United Christian Church.
The native of Edwards, MS
and youngest of a family of
eight, had risen from a church
youth leader while attending
Talladega College, Talladega,
AL, to a national director of
women's work for her denomination, to a faithful wife and
mother, and finally a superb
social services administrator
and a creative specialist in
ministries to senior citizens.
She was embued with a Christian servanthood
mind-set
which was implanted at home

Following college she was ordained to ministry July 30,
1939 and employed by the
national office of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ)
to work with women's groups
in the 520 predominantly
African American congregations in 24 states.
For six years she traveled to
congregations
and meetings
across the nation with a small
modestly packed black bag in
one hand, and in the other a
Bible and notebook. While
employed she pursued and received her Masters degree
from Chicago Theological
Seminary in religious education. Following in the heroic
tradition of women like Sarah
Lue Bostick, Rosa Bracy and
Rosa Page Welch, she built
lasting relationships in Christian service among all races.
In 1945 at a high crest in her
work she took residence in Los
Angeles, CA and began an
expansion of her already illus-

More Talking About God and Religion-

trious career. She began as the
executive
director
of the
Avalon Community Center for
13 years before moving to McCarty Memorial
Christian
Church in 1958 to become
minister of education.
She married Anderson B.
Barnes and they became
parents of triplets, Annabeth, Mary Ellen and Sterling Jamison.
In 1962 she joined the
staff of the new Department of Senior Citizen Affairs for Los Angeles
County. She added degrees in social work and
gerontology to her masters
in religious education.
She served in all of the
County's executive capacities until retirement in
1976. She held top elective
positions in the church,
both local and national
and was awarded a variety
of honors from groups
across the nation She is
survived by daughter, Mary
Ellen and son, Sterling Jamison; many distant kin and
friends around the world.

Summation

by Earnest

OTHER HOMEGOINGS:
*GRACE ELETA MCDERMET fA Foxwood
Sprin~ in Raymore, Mo
December 13, 1996 who
lived creativdy to enrich
her rommunity and
"died within God's grace
and Iove."

*JOSEPBVAN
BOSKIRK fA Robin
Run in Indianapolis, IN
January 4, 1997 who, as
a district and regional
minister, energized new
congregational establishment in metro Chicago
and the Capitol Area fA
Washington, D. C.

I

Newborn Indianapolis, IN
*Ourpastor's sennonsare like
the peace of God. They !UfpassaDunderstanding.
*An earnest little girl was
asked if she could repeat the
week's rnemoty verse. ''1 can.
I even know itszip code: Luke

VARY 1997

*Different people look for
different things in the ten
commandments.
Some
are looking for divine
guidance, some are looking for a code of living,
but most are looking for
loopholes.

*The meek will inherit
the earth, but how long
will they stay meek after
they get it?
*Getting inoculated with
small doses of religion
prevents people from
catching the real thing.

19:10."
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Sermoiii~ (;apsules- by Flo Kaueiibach Excerptedfri{in

I

NOTE: Sorry we are
late with this iwle. UnavoidobIe citaunsIoni:es deveItp!d
which made it impas.VbIefor the Editor to
tnI!d intended deadlines.

Hope you enjoy the
iwle.

her devotional booklet "'Jt7latsoever Things are Lovely"

24. On Religion

I

125.

On Human Relations

1126.

On Personal Discipline

*In a Box

*Origin of Bigotry

*Healing

Put your religion in a box;
Tuck it safely awayFind it has disintegrated
When you recheck some
day.

Bigots are made, not born,
As are both hatred and
scorn.
Parents, what shall it beBigotry or harmony?

Let your disrupted self
With its hurt concealed
Hear a sweet gentle voice
Say, "Come and be
healed."

*Meaning of Color

*Hack at the Roots

*Faith

No color best pleases our
Father.Each is his created
delight; All are divinely
beautifulRed, black, yellow,
brown, white.

Strike hard at evil;
Don't miss a chance,
But hack at the roots,
Friends- not the branch.

My faith helps me bear
Pain and sorrow;
It keeps me believing
In tomorrow.

I I Booklet available at Foxwood
12
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Arno{dS: :Modefs in StewardSfiiy

F
BEARING
A
CROSS DAlLY:

Last Thanksgiving a longtime,
neighbor,
and
church associate
of the Grapevine
editor shared ···a
personal
testt•.
mony. Since ev.•
eryday is Thanksgiving,this
"testimony;' is
shared today:.
"Its now three
years since I've
eaten a meal. I
live on my "6Pack-A-Day"
of Ensure. that is
I'm grateful that
regular checkups
show no reap-

or more than 50 years
hundreds of mends,
and associates from across
the nation who attended
church gatherings of the
ChristianChurch (Disciples
ofClnist) have accepted invitations from Cornelius
Wesley and Alpha Penn.
Arnold ofLosAngeles, CA
to be their dinner guests.
The Arnolds have never
minded how many accepted. All would be fed.
Many have eaten tasty
meals in the Arnold'shome
or in one of the restaurants
they once owned and operated. The door was open.

Cornelius W. Arnold
Leading ministersfrom various denominations have
been honored as guests
during church anniversaries' special programs,
and revivals sponsored by
congregations once served

by the Arnold's in Illinois,
Ohio, Kansas, Missouri,
Oklahoma,
California,
Pennsylvania, New York,
and Washington, D. C.
Many have hem challenged
I Continued on Page 2 I

:Mary: jaitfiJu{

As

we approach the
final days before
Easter it is only fitting
that we remember the
humble maiden who

:Motfier of Jesus

received the angel
Gabriel in the sixth
month. The angel of
the Lord came to her
in the small Galilean

town of Nazareth
bringing the blessed
announcement
that
she had been favored

I Continued on Page 2 I

~-------------------~========---,
Insiae Tnis Issue:

J\rnoCdS::Moaefs in StewardSfiiy
cancer. Wish I :Mary: :Motfier of Jesus

~:;;~~do~r~~

(See Page 3)

Alpha Penn Arnold

Confronting Transition
ror Wfiom tfie 'Be{fsTo{{
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'Rugged indiv iduaas tic witness- "c. W."
I Continued on Page 1 I
by their drep dedication
to ''therestorationofNew
Testament Clnistianity,"
and"c.W's" ~
individualistic Christian witness. They have admired
Alpha as a fuithfulhelpmate and a charming, weB
preparedChristianlaborer
in cluclt and a respecttxl
leader in comm.mity organizations
Tune and thetestimony of
liteeKperiences have now
readm the point where
the Arnoldscanlookback
to good seeds they have
sown Theyhaveaidedin
the tSablishment of six
congregations in the Los
Angeles Area, and hem
&KX:eSSful
in the recruitment of six Disciplesof
Christ ministers fur ~vice on the West Coast.

Now, mjoying the glrny
of birthdays which occur
inthe eightiesand nineties,
they stand as livingmodels fur outstanding Christian stewardship. Theirinvestments in Christian
Church (Disciples of
Christ) general church
units like the Board of
ClJJrchExtensionand the
National Benevolent A£.
sociation not only assist
them in their senioryears,
but at the proper time,
their investments willfurther the work of the
churchfur yearsto come.

not matter what conversation Dr. Arnold is
involved in, he will
always raise one basic
question: "How many
Disciples of Christ
congregations do they
92nd St. Christian Church
have in that town?
Don't you think we
When tlie ArnoCdS
should have another
atri'vea in Los Anone? My wife and I
ne{es. eAfrum
will give the first one
Ccfum6u:s,oJf
thousand dollars to
:NoVember 1, 1944
help bring a preacher
tfw.re wm-efqu,.r prethere to investigate
the starting of a new
duminant£y African
Disciples congregaJ!lmeric~n ···1)u~fpks
tion.
of Ch:ristconereea-

Every year they provide
financial assistance to
small congregations,regional church offices,
scholarships to schoolfur
youth, and a variety of
otherworthy causes.

In places, like Las Vegas, NY, where even
"Angels fear to tread,"
the Arnolds have invested money and extended time to sow the
seeds for a new con

Nevertheless,

I Continued

it does

on Page 3

Mary Mentioned :Four 'Times(Continued from P. 1)

by God to be the
mother of Jesus. The
birth story, flight to
Egypt and presentation of her son in the
Temple are all referred to in the
Gospels. But Mary
is mentioned only

four times in the
Bible following the
reappearance of Jesus and the launching of his ministry
which followed 18
years of silence.
We know that there is
much more to the
story of Jesus than is
2

found in our Gospels.
But these four references to Mary following the reappearance
of Jesus are significant.

tions in tfie :Metro
Area. :After a surYey

.<f. tfiecmnmu-

nit '1 they gatlierea
.e1WUfJ1ipeopfe to
est@(ish tlie: g2TU£
Street Christian
Cliurch on tfie first
Su'1Uf'4y in}al1uary
1945. '11iey served:
...•.... . . ~
tfui
...t C011!JYegattOn

yean as co.pasturs.
'Befure population
S9

movement and:
otlierfactors
tate({tfuit

die-

tliecon-

ereeation clJs}'erse

its mem6ers into

I Continued on Page 3 I

otfier coneregations,
more tlian 1700 persons fiatt6een won
.to Christ.
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(From Page 1)
knew how long I
would have to live
with these after effects of the first two
weeks of massive radiation, twice a day,
5 days a week that
just barely saved my
life. They really
nipped that malignant, dangerously
located cancer in the
bud! T keep looking
for the brighter day
when I can "eat"
again with family
and friends.
We
don't reali~ehow important having three
meals a day means
for the companionship and interaction
that sitting down and
having a meal (at
home, or eating aut)
provides for our
lives. Seems like
such a simple thing
and I hope my testimony will help others to be more appreciative of what
they have each and
every day. "
-Russell F. Harrison,
5325 Ohmer Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46219
(317) 359-0676 (RetiI'ed
Disciple 0/ Christ minister; author and hymn
writer,· retired church
administrator,
wife,
Nancy, an aUorney;
hoth active in church.)

Cfiarming,
I Continued

from Page

resyectecf

fiefpmate-

cc.J'tfpfia"
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gregation Their efforts
went ~ed
by disOOlieving church leaders,
both lay and clergy. Yet
the Arnold's have never
lost heart.
Today they are in their
goldenyears and yet stand
ready to lift that same
challenge.
Where did the sparks
come which launched
the spiritual flame in the
hems of a Corneliusand
Alpha?Was it in the small
town of GreenwoodMS
where ComeIiuswas born
or on the campuses of
Southern Christian Institute, Edwards, MS,
Jarvis Christian College,
Hawkins, TX, or Chapman College,Orange, CA
where he went to school?

Arnolds hosting friends at the Tulsa General Assembly, 1991

Was it in Roanoke, VA
where Alpha Penn was
introduced to this world,
or Butler Universityin Indianapolis,IN where she
was the firstofher race to
get a degree in Christian
education, or the UniversityofCalifumia,Los Angeles where she did graduate wolk? Did the spiritual spatks that stillbum
like a fire in their bosoms
come from their Christian
homes where the fumiIy
gathered around fire

places in Vrrginia or Mis..
'?
SISSlppl.

Undoubtedly each of
these settings fanned the
sparks which fed the
eternal flames bwning in
their hearts until this day.
God help us to be motivated to make a similar
Christian witness. ''C.
W." and Alphaare a living
challenge.W.K. Fox, Sr.

~~ ~ .•\\ I /(,;%
•..:/,::~.
.:--~

~

:Mary at tlie foot of tlie Cross...
(Continued from P. 2)

The first reference to
Mary is in the marriage at Cana in
Galilee. Here she appears to accompany
her son, Jesus. (John
2:1)

The second reference

is at the last Passover
celebration observed
by Jesus.

to John, "Behold thy
Mother. II (John 19:25-

The third reference to
Mary is at the foot of
Cross when Jesus
committed her to the
beloved Disciple with
the words: Woman,
behold Thy son, II and

Finally, the fourth
time is in the days following the Ascension
when the eleven apostles are in the upper

3

27)
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Continued on Page 4
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On Seniors Txyeriencing 'Transition!

M

AKINGA
M 0 V E:

Grapevinereader Mildred
Webb, a retired social
worker, ''PreacheI's Kid"
and a tireless church
worker residing in Robin
Run, IrxtianapoIis, IN ~
<Xrtly shared a note with
the Grapevine editor. It
contained a gratefulreferen:e to a poem called A
Moving Story. It had
been written some time
ago by retired General
Clurch staffmember and
World Cal editor Sam
Pugh, also a resident in
RobinRLm.The poem expressed many frelings
Mildred had when she
made the important move
from years of anchorage
in "Chicago Land" to a
"nevv home" in Robin
RLm.
On February 28 retired

regional church minister,
Robert Hall of Raymore,
MO who had been a contnbuting resident in Foxwood Springs for some
17 years decided to move
to Robin Run and be
nearer his fumily. It was
understandable but regrettable for his many
friends and associates in
church and Foxwood
Springs.
This is a not an unc0mmon transitionfor seniors
livingin similarretirement
communities.Thus, it is
withinthiscontext that excupts from Sam Pugh's
verse are shared:
"A Moving Story"
It wasn\ easy,was itYou became angry.
decidingto move .
Why did Del-

bert die?
Leave the home you
loved?
and leave me like
this?you said.
"I'll stay till I die,"
you said,
You feltlikethrowing
~'

lXItyou grew older...
You didn't eat
You couldn't sleep
You decided to go
You threatened to
stay.
"1here's no other way,"
you said.
You cried.
The movers came,
You hugged
your filvoritechair,
neighbors too, to
say good-bye.
touched the big
IuJtchlovingly,
a sad event.

O..7v'21ZC:E:N7
:JfO.JV:E (iOf%{iS:
.

"HOWard
Prather,
Foxwood Springs,
Rayntore; M(). a 9J

year (){dtbghtfuJ Discip/l!minister;militaly
cht:ij:l/£iftl; •.a model in
Wi1amcounJr)!pari.sh
IHinidrt, ,.£.

'~'''''''''''J' m Jour

.

sttiIes
...... ;

pravit}er

of. ten inferim'si~....siirvived by
three
gms

am

~'

"Dodge

·.T..."

IntB-

imopdis, IN- faitJiful

~qfMisSictisBuilding 8ervices.
the .Heafquatters' Of
fiasofthe
Christian
Church (Disciples of

Chri$1); in retirement
employed as a trusted
retriever of lost tnila
misrouted airline luggage.

Continued on Page 5

-Mrs.Allen Elsworth,
Foxwood Springs,
Raymore,MD-a gifted
YM and YWCA pro-

"'Befio CC{tfiy :Motfier ... "

gram stqff member cni
Continued from P. 3

tinued with one accord in prayer and
supplication." (Acts
1:14)
Friday, Mary must
have watched the soldiers from afar as
they roughed him up

blindfolded and buffeted him about by
the guards in the
Priest's home; spat
upon and ridiculed
him as the "King of
the Jews" in preparing him for the
Cross,' and brutalized him as he was
crucified.
4

It was only through
the miracle of a
mother's eternal love
that we found her
kneeling at the Cross.
Mary heard all of the
last whispered words
of her son, including

devotedwife, whJse last
years
of
illness
prompted Wtr husbard;
Ellsworth, 10 model devotion atd loving a:tre
which inspired all in
Faxwood Springs.

*Loyal Norlhcott of
1jJ1et; TX- As the exec-

I Continued on Page 5 I

Continued on Page 5

THE OLDTIMERS' GRAPEVINE
(Continuedfrcnnpage 4)

utive secretary for the
demmination's home1aJx1ministries departmenlof evangelismatd
membership from 1968
to 1976. he skillfully
motil(.lfed appropriate
general church pr~
gram atd lmreaucratic
elements to conceive
atdlawlCha New Congregational &tab/id1ment Progreim which
bears fruit taby.
*MerriJl L Codwell if
Emt Au1uu, NY- As
the Disciples general
church direaor of worshipc::orrems through
th! department of De·
p:;rrtment ofEmngelism
atd Membership from
1963 -1974, heencouraged the utiliration of
the liturgical calerdrr
ani the kctiorruy atd
the imdvementof the
laity in worship.

Confronting :New Oyyortunities
I Continued from Page

41

listed what
had to go
and what to keep.
People watched
the trucks unload
saying nothing;
no friends
no welcome, ...
no man to open
boxes,
You got lost
looking for the dining
room.
You felt sick.
A week went byand another,
lonely and alone,
Then one daya VOIce,
your name,
"Come join us."
You go.
Laughter.

"I love it," you said
that night.
Life goes on.
All is well."
Thanks Sam Pugh.
Many of us who have
decided to make "The
Big Move" from a
"home base" where
they have lived for
years can readily relate to this story.
Praise God!
Guelph,
Ontario,
Canada- Robert Steffer

writes "I complete work
with
All-Canada
(RegionalChurch) at the
end of FebruaIy (1997)10 years exactly since
"going forth" from Indianapolis. Retirement is
planned for June."Robert WIDione St4.fer,
former seminary Wjf in
Jamak:a and general

duuch Wjf in US4, re-

tiring from regional
ministry in Canaf1D..
Chicago, IL Mrs. Eddie
Griffin, social worker in
a private agency, says"I
continue my work
(vohmteer) in the region
having completed my
tenure as moderator and
as one ofll1inoiS'W"lSCOIlsin'srepresentativesonthe
General Board 00t c0mmitteework stillkeepsme
busy. Park Manor
(Clnistian Church) also
keeps me ~. fin looking forward to ret:irement:
inthe next fiveyears.That
should be an exciting
time." Eddie is a private sociol agency administrator
and
a
daughter if retired Dr.

I Continued on Page

6

I

Franklin JtIaJb Pugh
of Foxwood Springs,
Raymore, MO, Feb.

";:ather, I give my syirit ..."

23, 1997-eommerciol
artist and liberal Ouis-

Continued from Page 4

he agony of her son.

don steward

''Wepause tcrl:?y,0
Creator God, to sense
)XJlIf' presence in this
moment We!axM tklt
when we relax, letgo of
th! stress of the minute,
(Continued on P. 6)

"Father, I give my
spirit
into
your
hands." (Luke 23:46;
John 19:30)

Even though society in

Mary~ day did tuX pIoce
women very high in the
sociol scale, it was
Mary's witness to the
very lmtas theMmherlf

We thank God for
Mary who proved to
bbe a hardy unusual
ssoul as she shared in

I Continued on Page 6 I
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Opportunities
I Continued

from Page

:For Whom the 'Be{{ T'o{{s

ton, OH- Marguerite
Jackson, in a note of cele-

bration says ''1banks to
the FIfth Sunday Song
Fest, the Summit Clnistian Church CWF and
(34) gracious irxtividuals,
the (Scholarship) fi.md
now stands ($5,939) over
the half-waymaIk
Mrs.Jackson,isa retired
P061ill EtnpIoyeeand is
a veteran key church
/eQder.
1he fau
predaninantly African Amen-

con congregations hast
thesmgfest m al'lXoting
basis. 1he only agerW is
song, spirit ani fellowship.

Jesus which forced
world society to see
her as a model for
the best in womanhood.

Oklahoma City, Mo-

The Rev. Je;se Jackson,
Jr. led a panel.of ministers
from Dallas, TX, Kansas
City,MO, and Oklahoma
City assembled February
21, 1997 in East Sixth
StreetChristianChurchto
wlogize Jamie Marie
Williams. Clergy taking
part inthe serviceincluded
Waymon Hmry, Denley
Drive Christian Church,
Dallas, 'IX; Don Alexander, First Ouistian
Church, Oldahoma City,
G. L. Rogers, ShiloBaptist Church, Oklahoma
City, and King David
Cole,Kansas City,Mo.
Mrs. Williams was born
to Lydia DevoId and Jeff
Williams November 16,

anifeelyounear. We
After her parents moved
tN:1nkyou th:Jt Franklin
to fanns in Norge and
Pugh tought us IKM to
Chickasha, OK, she
center,jocus ~ the
joined the Shepherd
beauty if creation
Street ChristianChurch in
C1J'OII1ri US; ani then
Chickasha at age fourbeaJmemore lMm.? of
teen. She went to St.
the beauty within us...
Louis,MO where shefin''He could draw the
ished Sunmer High
beauty olGod's
School and Commercial
world with his
Department at Stowe
artist'sbrush, but
Business College. Later
somehow he must
she continued fonnal
have jelt that our
preparation by receiving
artistic abilities fall
an A. B Degree from
shot/of the glory of
Langston in 1949 and a
GO(l'spaint .•
M. A Degree from the
ings ...Arid so we
University of Oklahoma
walk day by day,
at Norman.
knowing that God
She became a member of
will provide us with
East Sixth Ouistian
yet another glorioUS
Church in 1926 and was
scene and a new exdeeplyinvolvedasa major
perience not only
congregational leader
with God but with
who was appointed to
other people ...
positionsinthe Oklahoma
"The gentle touch of
this
I Continued on Page 5 I
man "s hand always
warmed arid encouraged those around
him, and his voice
offered calm assurances that God was
\
.
in control and all is
,
well. His generosity
to others beyond his
family ...reflected the
love oj God for all
God's children. ..

the Good News of the
Resurrection of Jesus, the Christ, to the
Disciples and the
world.

V\ 0

15

Ris

0/,II

ExcerJXs.from

We thank Godfor enabling women to be
the first bearers of

to}UU

1902 in Pine Bluff; AR.

Thank (jodfor the women!
(Continued from P. 5)

centerintoour being,
we come c~

51

l.orenw J. Evans.
PRODUcnON
IN
RETIREMENT: Day-

(Continued from p. 5)

memorial

prayer by Senior Pastor
Ri':* lli#tmtra4, Raynwre
Chri.stiJIn Church.

ALLELUIA
6
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Dr. Diclcinson is an ordained United Church of
Christ ministtl" who de-

ci.ded to use the role of
ministtl"and his Christian
beliefS to achieve social
justire. He did missi.onaI)'
wOlk in India during the
1960's, and then worked
for the World Council of
8

He joined the staff of
Christian Theological
Seminary as a professor
of Christiansocialethicsin
1968 and served as dean
from 1974 to 1987. In
1987 he was elected president of crs, a seminary
affiJi:rtOO
with the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ).

I (See Page
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Pastor/Evangelist Bill Dickerson Dies

Washington,D. C-'

Cleveland,

"You willlJelxJpJij

memorial service was
held at Bethany Christian Church April 7,
1997 for its Senior
Pastor, Robert W. H.
(Bill) Dickerson. The

SHAIUNG

to

ktztM

'tJut ' Out

OreOm ,of a millitJn
dollar perpetual
carejimd is.a1xJut a
reality. We are up 10

just

OWl'

$900, Of)(),

but it hasn't heen

~ ..."from O.smr
Haynes, ,President
of the Greenwood
CemefetyBoard of
Trustees, NashvlJJe.

TN-ApriI4, 1997.
EDITOR'S COM •.
MEN]':

OH-

A

'Bi{{'Dic~erson was a
native of'Tazwe[r;
Y.Jl and was a cfiiU£
yrod'i£Jy in ministry.
:J{ewas ~nown to
yreacfi from age
tfiree to nine.
rapid Bible quoting
Preacher died April 4,
following a brief ill-

Greenwood Cemetery mlSesff1blished

between 1899 and
1900 by the widely
known
African
American Disciples
if Christ church
leader,

Preston

Taylor. He

mlS

ness. A second service
was held on Sunday,
April 6 at the Midway
Christian
Church,
Tazwell, VA, his home
church.
Rev. Dickerson was
one of 16 children born
to his parents, George
M. and Mary Dickerson, who were both ordained ministers.
Rev. Donald Jackson, a
son-in-law of
Bill
Dickerson, was Master
of Ceremonies. Robert
W. Dickerson, Jr, son
of the deceased, was

RoBERTW•.H. DIcK.Eft.
SON, P.AS'TDR/FOUN,DER

Blt't'JiANYCHRlS't'1AN

CHURCH

the officiant. He delivered the eulogy in both
services. Many friends
and family members
were in attendance. Bill
(Continued on page 2)

The jruits of a jaitlifu{ :Ntother
The Homegoing of The
Rev. Robert W. H.
Dickerson
April 4,
1997 provides an opportunity to recognize
the many contributions

the Dickerson Household has made to
church and community
for the past two centuries. Roscoe Dickerson of Cleveland, OH,

one of the late Bill
Dickinson's
brothers
and the family historian

C01
has shared information
'UlK.iert.aker, building
(Continued on page 2)
engineer,anlpastorr-----------------------------------,
of Lea Avenue
In this :May - June 1997 Issue:
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He ~
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:Mott J{eritage Society 'Esta6Cisfied --

(Continued on P. 2) Status of .:Afro-canadians
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~i{{ Dickerson: 'fA Wa{king ~ib{e"

~onr;nuedfrompagel)

GOODNEWS
(Continuedfrom

page J)

Dickerson was a native of Tazwell, VA
and a child prodigy in
ministry. He
was
known to preach from
age three to nine andbecame known as the
"child preacher."
Soon after the family
moved to Cleveland,
OH in 1935, he secured secular employment and was an active lay worker in the
Cedar
Christian
Church (now known
as Crawford Road).
In the midst of building family and home,
he felt a divine urge to
become a minister.
While pursuing formal
education at Ashland
Theological Seminary,
Western Reserve Uni-

versity, Phillips University, and Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary,
his friends and fellow
ministers
came to
know him as the
"Walking Bible." Every
sermon
Bill
preached was filled
with Bible quotations,
all relevant to the announced subject.

to join him in "House
Meetings." January,
1956 the little group
met to establish a new
Christian
Church
called Bethany Christian.
Today
the
Bethany congregation
which started as a
house church with 7
members, is now approaching 700.

November 25, 1951
he was ordained by
the late Rev. H. C.
Poston. His brother,
the late Rev. L.L.
Dickerson, preached
the ordination sermon.
Nine ministers were in
attendance.

Dickerson was a former president of the
Black Disciple Ministers Fellowship
in
Cleveland, OH; an Associate Regional Pastor for the Christian
Church (Disciples of
Christ) in Ohio; and
president of the National Black Ministers
Fellowship, a group
related to the National
Convocation of the

Sensing a need for additional congregations
to be established in the
sprawling metro area
of Cleveland, Bill recruited seven persons

(Continued on page 3)

Christian Missionary
Convention, IJr.. and
the Christian Church
(Di!riples o/Christ).
The Board of the National Coovocation of
the Christian Church is
also the board of
Irustef!SJor the Nationa1
Christian Missionary
Onvention, /rr. Thus it
monitors the administration of Greenwood
Cemetery. During the
times of racial segregation, th! Black cammJJ~lmS
the d!recipi•.
en! of its .st'Mces.
Tahy
it functions
within the open market
place. Therefore it
striveS to maintain siand:uds cox.l SDVices in
keeping with the legal
guidelines and prirK:ipies which guide all
fI"IOd£rn cemeteries.

The Dickersons of Putnam county
(Continued from page J)

on the Dickerson's
with The Oldtimers'
Grapevine.
"There was born in
:Putnam County, Virginia (now West Virginia), October 22,
1843, a slave girl
(Sarah Harris). Her

owner, one William
Henson, was an outstanding member of
the Baptist church
with at least formal
religious scruples. He
insisted that both his
children and his slaves
live strictly moral
lives, attend church,
and come to the 'big
2

house' to hear him
read the Bible.
"With secession and
the separation of West
Virginia from Virginia., Henson moved
with his slaves to
Springfield, Tazwell
(Continued on page 3)

GreenwoaJ is a historic Imdmark deserving periaJic focus and
appreciation by allpeople. regardkss of ethnic or denomimJiona1
qlfiliation.
GreenwoaJ is listed in
Nashville tour guide
which pin-points pkx:es
of historic interest.
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(Cantil'lUedfrom page 2)
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...If ye have faitli as a grain of mustard .."

SOME OF THE

DICKERSON MIN-

(Continuedfrom

page 2)

ISTERS
Wl1Jiom H. Didu!non

(1865-1930)- 1hJugh
bomin 1865 when the
currents oj the Civil
War ~
still swirling
over both the Soulhard
the NMh he was elJcouragedto $f!J!kaneiJ-

ucation. 1/e. betxune a
gmiuate if BereaCoJ-

Ie~..>(Kf)........

w-.. entered.... ·.·....•

.~..

the ministry in 1890.
During his 40 yefl1'Sqf
ministry, .he Se(ved
~in·/(eJJtueky cnJ cnJ Ohio.

He becamePresiilentoj
'Ire Louisville .....
0Jris...
tkrn· Bible .Sfhool for

several··· ~

before

his death in 1930.

Charles M.Dickerson- (1869,,'1935)
He served congregations in Virginia and
West Virginia. He.
was instrumental in
the building of the
East Graham Christian Church in Bluefield, West VA. Two
of his sons, N. J.
Dickerson and J. K ..
Dickerson became
ministers. Charles
Dickerson served the
Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ)
(Continued on P. 4)

Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ).
He leaves to cherish
his memory: his wife,
Dorothy Dickerson;
one daughter,.Lynette
married to the Rev.
Donald Jackson. Rev.
Robert W. Dickerson,
Jr. is married to
Cheryl
Dickerson;
also a minister;.four
brothers, George M.
Dickerson of Tazwell,
Virginia; Roscoe A.
Dickerson.
Charles
Dickerson, both of
Cleveland, Ohio; Eugene Dickerson of
Aberdeen, MD; three
sisters,
Celestine
Tucker of Cleveland,
Ohio;
Edna
M.
Moore, and Claudia
V. Rainey both of

Bethany Christian Church; from 7 members meeting in a
house to more than 700. Built on belief that "if you have
aith as a grain of mustard. .. nothing shall be impossible. "

Tazwell, VA; ten grandchildren, eleven great grandchildren, six sisters-in-law, and a host of other relatives and friends.

Time is too sCow for those who Wait;
Too Swift for those who :Fear;
Too Long for those who yrieve;
Too Short for those who 'Rejoice;
1Jutfor those who Love, Time is
eternity.
-J{enry 'Van Vyke-

•..Yl widow witli six bOYS...untoltf IiardSli!ps...
(Continuedfrom

page 2)

Virginia. It was here
that Miss Harris met
and married Bartley
Dickerson, who later
joined the Christian
Church and became a
pioneer preacher in
the vicinity. To the
union was born six

boys- four of whom,
W.H., C.M., G. M.
and c.H.became
preachers in the Christian Church, and two
of the four served for
many years as educators as well ...
The Elder Bartley
Dickerson died from
3

pneumonia in 1873,
leaving a widow with
six boys, ranging from
three months to nine
years old. The three
years that followed
were years of untold
hardships- struggles
for the bare necessities
of life. But the brave
(Continued on page 4)
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"My Cuy 'Runnetli Over...'" Matt

thirty-five years before his death in
1935.

Raymore, MO- Before a packed main
dinning room of 200
attendants for the annual Fellowship of
John Dinner Meeting,
Merle R. Mott, the
little lady of Foxwood
Springs Living Center, responded
to
words of appreciation
from
Foxwood's
Board of Directors
and residents with the
words, "My cup runneth over!"
Cindy
Dougherty,
president of the National Benevolent Association in St. Louis
had just given an insplflng message on
"Convenant and the
Fellowship of John."
Tom Johns, the former chief executive of
Foxwood Springs had

u...

If tfie widows

(Continued from page 3)

mother held on to her
integrity and her firm
faith in God, who said,
"If the widows and
orphans cry unto me I
will surely hear their
cry ...
About 1876 she was
married to Fletcher

Merle R. Mott, liberal
donor and devout
Christian worker
followed
with
an
earnest
tribute
to
Merle Mott. Quoting
words from the Book
of Ecclesiastics, Mr.
John's asked and answered the question
raised by the Preacher
in
Ecclesiastics,
"What have you to
gain from all the labor?
In response to a highly
charged atmosphere,
Merle had said, "It is

more blessed to give
than to receive ...You
have to give in order
to receive. My cup
runneth
over."
Jo
Ellen Mapes, the Foxwoods Director of
Development then announced that a Heritage Society was being formed at Foxwood and that Merle
Mott had given Foxwood permission to
use her name. The organization
will be
called the N. Merle
Mott Heritage Society.

1953.
The Society will recognize and honor residents,
family and
friends "who have
made a commitment
to the ministry and
mission of Foxwood
(Continued on page 5)

ana orylians cry unto me...
Froe, a widowerwith a
large family of grown
children, and moved
to the Froe farm ..
Of her grand-children
there
were
two
preachers, L. L. Dickerson and 1. K. Dickerson of Bluefield, W.
Va., one lawyer, several teachers,
and
4

George M. Dickerson- (1872-1953)
G. M. Dickerson was
blessed with several
leadership qualities.
He entered the ministry in 1898 and became a preacher,
poet, lecturer, and
educ.ator mainly in
Virginia and West
Virginia. Two of his
sons, R. W Dickerson and George
Dickerson served
church and community fifty-four years
before his death in

JJ

many active workers."
The influence of this
Christian mother is
being felt to this day.
The panel columns of
this Oldtimers issue
carry brief summaries
of 8 of the 30 Dickersons who became
ministers ...
from The Christian Plea,
p.l,April,1943

Cloyd H. Dickerson- (1874-1949)
-He was born in
1874 and entered the
ministry in 1900.
Following graduation
from
the
Louisville Christian
Bible School, he become an effective
pastor, preacher and
poet in Virginia and
Kentucky..
Cloyd
Dickerson was in
Christian servicefor
forty-nine years before death in 1949.
Noy Jasper Dicker
son was a graduate
of Bluefield State
College and entered
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from P. 4)

the Christian ministry in 1935. In addition to doing pastoral work for 21
years, he also became a successful
educator and businessman.
James Kenoly Dickerson was also a
graduate of Bluefield College and
provided pastoral
services to congregations for fourteen
years in Virginia,
West Virginia, and
Kentucky.
Loyd Lincoln Dickerson, a brother to
the late Robert W.
Dickerson, entered
the ministry in 1926.
For the next thirty
years he was joined
with his wife, Philandria, to render
significant local, regional, and national
service to churches
in Kentucky, Ohio
and Tennessee.
He was a strong doctrinal preacher who
led revival services,
and gave leadership
to programs and organizations related
to the former National
Christian
(Continued on P. 6)

J{eritage Society Tsta6usliet£
(Continued from page 4)

Springs Living Center
through their wills and
other planned gifts."
A portrait picture of
Mrs. Mott was unveiled during the dinner. It will be placed in
Bromwell Lounge.
In 1972, after much
prayer and meditation,
Mrs. Mott initiated
the giving of 54.71
acres of excellent farm
land to the National
Benevolent Association for the establishment of a facility to
service the needs of
older adults.
A formal announcement of the gift was
made during the Sunday morning worship
service in the Belton

Today some 750 residents live in garden homes, apartments, Health Center, and an Alzheimer unit to constitute the Foxwood community.

Christian
Church
March 31, 1974.
There was representation from the central
office of NBA, the
Task Force on Site,
and the pastor of Belton Christian Church.
Merle's
husband,
Henry, had farmed
those acres until his
death in 1971. Merle

was anxious to do
something with the
land that would meet
the needs of others
and please God. Mrs.
Mott gave an additional seven acres for
the establishment of
the Raymore Christian
Church on the southeast corner ofthe Foxwood Springs complex ..

:For wfiom tfie £Je{fsto{{-

M

ary
Eleanor
McDaniel who
died in Brandenton,
OH January 4, 1997
was known
as a
writer of missionary
biographies for the
Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ).
She was born in
Laoag,
Philippines
October 28, 1918, and
according to Joy and

John Ferguson, close
friends, she became
known ''for her faith,
her enthusiasm, her intelligence and for her
generous spirit."
During her retirement
years she lectured on
international costume
dolls, and spent many
hours as a volunteer
at Persona Care and
Meals on Wheels.
5

She was closely associated
with
the
Bradenton Congregational United Church
where a memorial service was held, in
February,
and the
Blue Ash Presbyterian
Church of Blue Ash,
OH where another
service was held in
April and memorial
donations were sent.
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Status of OUrytfro-Canadian Jriencfs
Lucille Coward, Oldtimers' Canadian
Contact
St. Laurent, Quebec,
Canada- Five years
ago
approximately
400 Afro-Canadian
citizens packed into
the sanctuary of the
Union United Church
on Delisle Street, as
the Senior Pastor, E.
Leicester Bigby urged
the concerned congregation to wage a
"peaceful fight against
racism."
This historic Black
congregation
In
metropolitan
Montreal is possibly the
most important in that
part of Canada. It's
pastor was trying to
cool down the feelings
of the community
through a memorial
service for three Black
men who had been
killed by Montreal Urban Community Police. A fourth man had
died from wounds received, but the cause
of his death was still
unknown.
Bigby, a long time respected
community
leader, was making an
appeal for a calm and
measured response by
Montreal's
Black

community
to the
problems with police
and with racism in
Montreal in general."
The Bigby's retire this
year after a 17 year
tenure at the Union
United Church.
There has been some
improvement
since
that day of racial
crises. A recent study
by McGill University
shows that Statistic
Canada has consistently under reported
the number of Blacks
living in Canada.
According to McGill
researchers,
*sixty per cent of all
Blacks (two out of
three) are under the
age of35
*Close to 90 percent
of Canada's Blacks
were not in the country 25 years ago.
*Canada has 20,000
more Black women
than Black men.
*Seventy percent of
all Blacks live in
Toronto and Montreal
Montreal is estimated
to have 101,390 and
Toronto 240,940.
The report also shows
that the levels of education in the Black
community is comparable and In some
6

(Continued from page 5)

Missionary Convention like the The Star
Supporter Fund and
Greenwood Cemetery in Nashville,
TN.
CRISIS FOR POOR

L. to R. Dr. Hazel Bigby, Montreal Mayor P. Bourque, Dr.
Leicester Bigby, Launching
1997 Black History Month
_

"A crisis is coming
for poor people
across the nation...
The old system has
cases higher than in been torn up and
the wider community.
thrown away, but an
The study shows that alternative hasyet to
Back men in Canada
be put into place ...
have marginally higher Someone must step
levels of education
inw the breach: Irs
than all men and timefor the churches
women
(including
to stepforward ..
Black
women)
In "On Sunday, May
Canada.
18.cburches willfocustheir Pentecost
A higher percentage
serviCeSon the blbliof the Black populacol mandate to serve
tion (70.1 per cent)
the poor. FollOWing
was employed
in the services, they
1991 than in the entire will gather with
Canadian population
other congregations
(67 per cent.).
and service organizations from around
Paradoxically, there is the city at appropria higher percentage of ate pu bltc placesBlacks classified as the state capitols,
unemployed in 1991 federal, county,or
due to the kind of city offices-for pubwork they get to do. lic witness.
On the average they Praying- to ask God
earn substantially less to focus our attenthan other Canadians.
tion on the crisis of
They are seriously un- thepoor."
der represented in the
higher paying jobs and
senior management.

(Continued on P. 7)
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DR. HYLTON
RETIRES ..
Among a variety of
involvement's of Dr.
Hylton, Jr. in the life
and work of the
Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
and community are
thefollowing:
President of the National Convocation
of the Christian
Church (Disciples of
Christ); member of
the General Board
of the Church; mem•.
ber of NBA board;
Annie Malone Children and Family
Service
Center
Board; Emergency
Children
Home
Board; first President of the St. Louis
Clergy Coalition.

Thanks be to {Jodi

7k()~'

~
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thank Thee!" -Ralph
Waldo EmersonTHE POOR
(Continued from Page 6)

Teaching- to inform
the citizenry about
what is happening to
poor people.
Sharing- to host a simple community meal
with the poor and the
religious community."
*From
newal,

Call to Re-
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Clergy Coalition,
2401 15th. St NW,
Washington,
DC
20009
Phone:
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HYLTON POINT
Hylton.Pi: oint is

.:After 35 years of yaitlifu{ and Proylietic Leadersliip, CentenniaCs Pastor S.W. J-fyfton, Jr. 'Retires

in hQnQfbf

of effective: ..: ••'~ ...•..•..
given to the.co.mnliliiiY
and centennial Christian Churcbby Di.llYiton, Ir.. The U.S. De- .
partment of Housing

and Urban D<.welopm(lnt
paid the $4.2 tnj11ipIl
fur the qomplex. AnonproDt co.rpOnrtionmade
up of church members
owns the building. A

St. Louis, Mo- Centennial Christian Church will
sponsor a retirement luncheon June 28, 1997 at
The St. Louis Airport
Hilton for The Rev.
Samuel W. Hylton, Jr.
who has been a solid anchor and constructive
leader for the congregation and community for
the past 35 years.

resident must be at least
62 years Old with an

annu,alincome under
$15,800, of$18,100 for
a couple. A sliding scale
rent is about 30 pereent

of income,.

In addition to being the
faithful shepherd of the
flock, Pastor Hylton has
been a prophetic preacher,
effective participant in
general church activities

Dr. Samuel

Jv. HylJon,

Jr.

and catalyst for enabling
low cost, high quality
housing to become a reality for older African
Americans and others in
need of low cost housing..
A crowning part of his 35
8

years of ministry at Centennial has been the partnership developed between Centennial Christian Church and the National Benevolent Association in securing two major grants from the United
States Department of
Housing and Urban Development. One constructed the 77-unit Centennial Plaza Apartments
1991 at McPherson and
Sarah Streets and the
other grant the 72-unit
$4.2 million Hylton Point
Apartments at Maple and
Belt streets in 1995-96.
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Racially Speaking: Just Look at the Signs and Symbolsl
by William K. Fox, Sr., Retired OGMP Staff Member and
Founding EditorlManager of THE OLDTIMERS' GRAPEVINE

A

s an African American member of the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) and a senior citizen who has had many more rewarding
experiences in the church than negative, I feel compelled at this point in time
to share a few of my perceptions of the church and its contemporary stance
on race relations.

w'WJ\.WJ
L01{'ENZO
)y :Jl'E'EL 'E1t,

'Ph.V. in :Jlis- The Christ-centered vision of the Church and
race relations is, at best, dimly seen and
torica{ TheoC- barely understood by the average pew mem0BY, the new
yresident
of
Christian Theo{ogica{ Seminary,
IndianayoCis, IN
Dr. Wheeler had
been serving .as
Dean of the Chapel
and Professor of
Religion and Society

for

ber.
However, the realities are clear. We remain essentially divided along racial lines during Sunday worship and activities, with a sprinkling of racial ethnic
church members in a scattered small number of congregations.
We applaud the decision to join the United Church of Christ in the mutual
recognition of ordained ministers. But few, if any racial ethnic minority
ministers, active or retired in either denomination, are employed by congregations constituted by the majority racial group as full-time or interim
ministers.
In like manner, few predominantly racial ethnic congregations call ministers
(Continued on page 2)
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Discernment on Racism at Denver

(ContilUled from page 1)

WHEELER(Continued from page 1)

from the majority racial group to serve as senior pastors. There is less than a
handful of racial ethics on regional church staff and none serving as regional
minister. Some of the General church program units, noteably the Divisions of
Homeland and Overseas Ministries, the Board of Church Extension, the National
Benevolent Association, and the Christian Board of Publication employ racial
ethnic professionals as staff. The pricking of Christian conscience by social and
cultural movement within church and society during the late nineteen sixties, has
motivated most of the general and regional manifestations to secure some racial
ethnic representations on principal boards of directors.
I believe that the picture of church and race relations is among the socio-economic
factors carrying significant weight for thoughtful persons contemplating commitment to full-time church vocations. The evidence of an inner Divine pull plus
personal encounter with the living Christ is, of course, primary. The race relations
picture in church and society may be a fundamental challenge to many, and cause
them to choose church vocations as a means to address the issues raised.

by the CTS Board of
Trustees
in May
1997.
In addition to operating that
historic
chapel and directing
programs of moral
and. religious education, as Dean, he had
a direct advisory relationship to the President of the University and taught in the
areas of History and
Religion.

However, for many others it may be a deterrent to making a positive decision to
become a Christian minister or prepare for other church vocations. There might be
a significant correlation between the unimpressive picture of race relations in the
church, and the trickle of racial ethnic candidates in preparation for full-time
Christian service in the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ).
But Let's Look at Some Signs and Symbols
The manifestations (i.e. general, regional and congregational) of church try
to"speak" on such matters through "signs" and symbolic "actions." But not since
the days of Martin Luther King, the Civil Rights Movement, "The Black
Manifesto" and "Black Power," have the manifestations of church mounted a
coordinated effort to produce church-wide efforts like the Reconciliation Fund,
"Mother-to-Mother projects, and Urban Crisis ministry programs. Initiative and
maintenance of such actions today seems lodged mainly in Christ-centered,
outreach oriented congregations.
Nevertheless, in 1997 Disciples of Christ are among the few mainline denominations that continues to support a church-wide program like the Reconciliation
Fund with its holistic concern for race and poverty. The Division of Homeland
Ministries continues to coordinate a successful congregation-based
Disciples
network, Church Action for Safe and Just Communities program. It is one of the
few church-wide action models available to interested regions and congregations
for reference and consultation. These are positive "signs" and "symbols."
(Continued on page 3)
PAGE
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His research dissertation for his doctorate·from Emory Uni~
versity in Atlanta,
GA was entitled
"Uplifting the Race:
The Black Minister in
the New South,1865
-1902"
A Bachelor of Arts
degree was reeeived
from Morehouse College, Atlanta, GA
with a major in History and minors in
Religion and Education.

(ConUIUlN on page 3)
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WHEELER-

Our Prayers 'Encirc{e Dr. Wliee{er.
(Continued from page 2)

He graduated Magna
Cum Laude from
Colgate Rochester
Divinity
School,
Rochester, New York
with a Master of Divinity.
These formal ~reden,.
tials have equipped
him to perfonn exemplary services as an
Adjunct Professor at
the Interdenominational
Theological
Center, Atlanta, GA;
Professor of Church
History and teaching
in the doctoral program at Union Theological
Seminary,
Dayton, OR; an Associate Director of
the Department of
Black Church Relationsfor the Home
Missions Board of the
Southern
Baptist
Church; Dean of the
Morehouse School of
Religion with emphasis on the recruitment, placement and
counseling of Baptist
students;
holding
ministerial positions

As the church's representative bodies seek the "mind of Christ" on such
matters,the Office of the General Minister and President for the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) has endorsed a mode of" discernment. " Documents forming
the basis for such discussions at Denver, CO July 25-29, 1997 include 1)
Reflections on "Discernment" as it relates to the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ); 2) Process of Discernment on Racism, and 3) The Process of Discernment on the Nature of Biblical Authority for the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ). The Denver Assembly business docket contains the detailed materials.
We are invited to examine the challenges of racism and our attempts to deal with
the ravages of its infection. We are encouraged to begin the discernment process
with a serious review of biblical foundations and our commitment to Jesus Christ
as Lord. The process has potential for being a good "sign."
Meanwhile, it is the writer's impression that most regions and congregations are
in an ongoing mode of enlightened autonomy. I maintain the faith that the church
as a whole has serious intention to find ways to improve race and ethnic minority
relations. But the wheels of the church on such matters have always ground
slowly. And the '\vheels" continue to move at turtle-neck speed today. But if we
scrutinize the horizon closely we can "discern" a few positive "symbols" raised
in public places and the few visible "signs" lodged at points where all can see.
This seems to be our state as we gingerly slide into the 21st century.

A Sign is Raised at CTS
Christian Theological Seminary in Indianapolis, IN, one of the
largest (i. e. 400 students) and most dynamic church related
Protestant (30 denominations) seminaries in the nation, announced recently that Dr. Edward Lorenzo Wheeler, Dean of
the Chapel and Professor of Religion and Society at Tuskegee
University, Tuskegee, Alabama since August 1991, will succeed Richard D. N. Dickinson as president of the Seminary.
The Seminary is historically and officially related to the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Eight denominations are
represented in the CTS faculty.

00
.
L..---1

'-----'--'

A broad-based search committee headed by the board's Vice-Chairman, Sallie
Rowland, discovered Wheeler to have been a successful pastor, professor and
dean of a seminary, a writer and publisher of books, successful head of a college
capital funds campaign, and a proven denominational church administrator.
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on page

4)
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'Rev. 'Beavers Pension :fune{ Staff
(Continued from Page 3)
For many years there have been many persons of African American heritage with
similar scholastic and administrative qualifications. They have been successfully
engaged in academic endeavors and confronted the same issues and opportunities
presented to others. One wonders to what extent any of their names have been
seriously considered when search committees sought presidents and/or faculty for
other Disciples of Christ-related seminaries and colleges? What does history tell us
about other mainline denominations.
We know that for nearly 150 years predominantly Black seminaries and colleges
have been enriched by many of these outstanding African American scholars.
Apparently the Christian Theological Seminary Board of Directors is the first
mainline Protestant church-related seminary in history to garner such wisdom,
ability, courage and resources to recruit qualified racial/ethnic candidates to be its
president, and then choose one of them as their top selection. It is evident that the
climate which exists today at CTS enabling that to happen, had been evolving for
several years through seeds sown and constructive actions taken by previous
seminary administrations.
A "Sign" is Raised at the Pension Fund
The following announcement appears on the Pension
Fund's June 1997 "Bulletin's" front page: "The Rev. Susan
Street-Beavers will join the Pension Fund Staff as General
representative on June 16. She will be involved primarily
in the·membership area with special attention to promotion
and field work.

(Conthuled from page 3)

WHEELERwith Trinity Presby
terian and TrinityEmanuel congregations,
Rochester,
New York; and Senior

Minister

Zion Baptist Church,
Cincinnati, OR from
April
1985
to
September
1991
when he was talled to
Tuskegee University
as Dean
Chapel.

of

REv.

SUSAN

STREET-

"Rev. Street-Beavers is a 1995 graduate ofPhllips Theo- =~V:V£GENERALRE:PRElogical Seminary ...served the Osage Avenue Christian '-------------'
Church in Bartlesville, Oklahoma, and has been active with the Black Ministers
Retreat. .. She is married to James C. Beavers II, and they are the parents of two
children, James and Sydney.
Our prayers go up for Susan. She is qualified to serve her Lord and the church
effectively in this manner. No doubt she does not see herself primarily as a
"pioneer." But the Pension Fund Board of Directors and its administration know
that she is a "pioneer!" She is the first African American to be employed as a
general field representative by the Pension Fund in its history! This is a promising
"symbol. "
(Continued on Page 5)

the

Dr. Wheeler has been
the author seholarly
artides
which ate
ineluded in recent
books like: "Going
Beyond New8 from
the Brick Yard, Living in Hell:
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Survival.

Mose Pleasure, Jr.
and Fred C. Lofton.
Zondervan
Press.
1995.
His background and
experience
have
made him a Visiting
Professor
at
Louisiana College,
Alexandria,
LA;
Midwestern Baptist
(ContilUled on pIlge 5)
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'Dr. Caryenter Pension 'Breakfast Syeaker
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WHEJi;LER",,
(Continued from Page 4)
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Now a young and recent seminary graduate has been employed. She happens to be
African American. Undoubtedly, she will have a broad portfolio with one of her
priorities to be the development of new and effective ways to enlist a larger number
of racial minority Pension Fund memberships. She should not feel that she is
responsible for making up for all the Pension Fund's lost opportunities of the past.
She is one member of a committed staff who is charged to serve the whole church.
As one member of a team ministry, God will empower her to do her fair share in
serving the many Pension Fund needs.
We should not forget that the church employee pension membership decision rests
primarily with the congregation employing that minister or staff The decision also
involves the priorities of the pastor or staff. No minister, staff or congregation is
forced to join the Pension Fund.
Historically, the nature of ministry for the majority of the predominantly African
American Disciples of Christ congregations, as well as the Hispanic, Asian and the
majority group congregations, has been based on a lone pastor in bivocational
ministry. This pastor's main support usually came from a modest salary or a
regularized freewill donation. In addition, among Black congregations, there was
an on-going support unit within the congregation often called a "Pastor's Aid
Society." This group was (and, where existing, still is) geared to "rally" to the needs
(and/or wants) of the minister (and family) on a year round basis. Similar patterns
of ministerial support have existed among evolving congregations geared to serve
predominantly Hispanic and Asian communities. In addition, many of these pastors
were entrepreneurs or had secular employment. (i. e. farming, business, crafts)
which provided some resources for retirement.

Another Pension Fund "Sign" at Denver Assembly!
The current Pension Fund Bulletin also carries the following announcement:
"The Ministers Breakfast, sponsored by the Pension Fund
(at the 1997 Denver, CO General Assembly) will be held on
Tuesday morning at the Adams Mark (Grand Ballroom) ...
The breakfast speaker will be Rev. Dr. Delores Carpenter,
Associate Professor of Religious Education at Howard
University School of Divinity. She also serves most effec- THEREV. DR.DELORES
CAR.
1
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Church (Disciples of Christ) in Washington, DC."
(Continued on page 6)
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Dr. Carpenter will be the first African American woman minister to address the
Minister's Breakfast sponsored at every General Church Assembly by the Pension
Fund. Professor Carpenter is employed by an historic and predominant African
American institution of higher education. The Michigan Park Church which she
serves as pastor has pioneered in becoming racially integrated.

Another "Sign" at the Denver Assembly
Come and See! Dr. John R. Foulkes is an "Associate General Minister and
President." for the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) . Note that his port folio is
not labeled "Assistant to" or a "Deputy." He, like his peers in the OGMP, is now an
"Associate General Minister and President!" Since the
writer was once privileged to be an "Assistant to" the
GMP, he can appreciate what the transition from
"Assistant to" to "Deputy" and now an "Associate
General Minister and President" could mean.
Another meaningful action within the Office of the
General Minister and President has been the expansion
of General Cabinet membership to assure the authentic DR. JOHN R. FOULKES, Asrepresentation of the Hispanic and Asian persons in the SOC lATE GENERAl... MINISTER AND PRES1DENT
Cabinet. The General Church Cabinet is a privileged
body of general church unit heads and the chief administrative staff for ethnic constituency groups. The Cabinet has stated meetings under the guidance of the General Minister and President. The agenda includes engagement in mutual and open
exchange on a variety of issues and church-wide concerns. Now the Cabinet more
nearly reflects the racial and cultural diversity evolving throughout the whole
church.
Hopefully, the combined actions of port folio labels and Cabinet memberships will
enhance the OGMP's historic commitment to policies and practice which recognize
individual merit; peer presence, worthy responsibilities, and appreciation for services rendered. They are symbolic, but in reality reflect the OGMP commitment to
total inclusion, mutual respect, and a just distribution of compensation and related
amenities. Other manifestations of church should be encouraged to continue their
striving to "do likewise."
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On Move -

contin-

ued

From our front windows we have a
wonderful view of
the
spectacular
'Rockies,' which is
difficult to describe.
You just have to see
it." -Walter R Gif-

fin
Note: Walter and
Grace are retired
General Church Office staff who served
during the decade of
the 1970's and time
of double diget inflation.
Walter
headed the Church
Finance
Office
dealing
with research and statistical analysis of economic trends. This
provided counselfor
church units as they
guided fiscal operations.
Grace was an effecclive administrative
secretary in the
OGMP, holding severa/ positions, including Office Secretary for the National Convocation
of the Christian
Church.
Walter
was
a
"respectable"
bowler and golfer.
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Seniors on the Move
Colorado Sp~

co-

"It might even be news
that Grace and I have
movedto Villageat Skyline'in Colorado Springs,
Co. we moved herejust
two weeks ago and are in
the processof gettingsettIed.
This IS one of the
newer 'adult living
communities'
sponsored by N.B.A., and
in fact, they are in the
process of constructing another apartment
complex. However,
Grace and I are in one
of the Garden Homes
which we are beginning to enJoy very
much.
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The '97 Jarvis ,Choir
Event in Metro Kansas
City
~M().

OnAprilS..(),
1997 the 30 voice touring
choir fir,xn •.JarviS amstian
College. ~wkins, ,TX 'was

reatutaim a fOrmal. high qual• , ooocert
.......
. . .•~...Ioo-dixectors
ty
WQ:I!,
.
~O'Neal
ley.

Peter/ Morgan (0/00)
1101 Nineteenth Ave., S.
Nashville, TN 37212-2196

andEdgarWI-

President Sebetha Jenkins
.and Developmel'lt Director
Zola Walker were featured.
in lifting the ~'JarvisVision"
through'infonnal
contact.
television and radio.
A positive impact was made
on a large number of individuals and families related
to eight cooperating metro
Disciples of Christ congregations, and the community at-large.The·tour group
was warmly hosted in
homes and became endeared to many hearts.

Mon.ey was shared in support of the touring choir
and the CQUege's endowed
student scholarship fund.
An interracial Steering
Sponsoring Task group was
launched from Raymore
Christian Church by Senior
Minister Rick Rintamaa. h
was linked with Senior
Minister Larry Gray of
Raytown Christian Church
in ajomt sponsorship.

Steering Committee Principals: Upper Left- Rick Rintamaa, Senior
Minister of Raymore Christian Church, the initiating sponsor congregation. Raytown CC joined in joint sponsorship. Group picture-left to
right: W. K. Fox, Sr., Coordinator of the Event; Sebetha Jenkins, Jarvis
President; Bonnie Frazier, Task Force Recorder; Zola Walker, Jarvis
Development Director; Eugene Frazier, Co Coordinator. Many others
in the initiating church and cooperating congregations assisted.
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HARVEY & SYBEL THOMAS
CALLED ttSTAINED GLASS SAINTS'
Denver, co.. Harvey and
Sybel Thomas of Chicago,
IL were doubly honored
during the
denominatioo'sGeneral Assembly by
the Disciples
of
Christ Historical S0ciety by
being the
first couple
to receive
the Soci- ~~~~~~~~~~~
ety's
Faithful
Servant
Award.

tended countless meetings of
committees and boards; and
functioned as cooperating
members,
and often
bee
n
elected or
appointed
chairs.

RIOR ACCOMMODATIONS
CIOUS

THE

SPA-

CONVEN-

TION CENTER AUD"
TORIUM

WERE

USED INSTEAD.

A SWEEPING CClNTAGION OF
SPIRIT

HOI...
Y

INFECTED

For more
than
two
decades these practicing
accountants,
have been
lay leaders at every level
in the Park Manor Christian Christian Church of
Chicago, IL,
In additioo, they have been
frequent world travelers; at-

The Thomases serve fuithfully in txxh denominatiooal
and ecumenical church activity, and have still found time
to be frequent world travelers
in more than 40 countries,
and maintain a real interest
in world peace.
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Plan Missions BuiJdulg Remcamation
Clark Passes on the Baton of Progress

A

"PENTECOSTAL

(Continued on p. 2)

1997

TWO AFRICAN
AMERICAN
SEMINARY
PRESIDENTS
James H. Evans, Jr., recently
elected president of Colgate
Rochester Divinity School
and Crozer Theological
Seminary, Rochester, New
Yod<, is joined by Edward
Lorenzo Wheeler, president
of Christian Theological
Seminary, Indianapolis, IN.
Both African American
scholars have had fonnal relatiooship to the seminary
programs in Rochester. Dr.
Wheeler received his Master
of Divinity degree from Colgate Rochester Divinity
School, and now Dr. Evans
has become its first Afiican
American president.
In a recent report to alumni
and mends of the Seminary,
Dr. Evans reported ''that we
have completed our 18Oth.
year of theological educatioo
here at Colgate Rochester.
(Continued on page 2)
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Missions Building Reincarnation!?
Indianapolis,
IN- A new
plan has finally been developed this summer by Mansur
Real Estate Services, Inc.,
an Indianapolis based operation,
to
convert
the
121,000-square foot Missions Building, the fonner
International Office Center
for the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ), into
approximately
80 apartments for adults 55 and over.
Two years ago, soon after
the denomination elected to
move its offices to the central city, an agreement was
reached to renovate the historic Irvington landmark into
affordable retirement housing by the Retirement Housing Foundation of Long
Beach, Calif. However, the
plan failed before work
could be started.
Under the new agreement,
the Board of Christian
Church Services for the denomination, will still be owners of the building. This,

says Christian
Services
General Manager Ryan D.
Hazen,is "the different piece
from the last proposal."
Church ownership will qualify Mansur to apply for tax
credits for the project.
In 1996 the Indian Housing
Finance Authority awarded
$2.67 in tax credits to Retirement Housing Foundation, but those credits were
not used when their plan
failed to materialize.
This time, the building will
not be sold, but will be kept
by an appropriate church
unit.
Many residents in Irvington,
including Paul C. Diebold,
president of the Irvington
Historical
Society,
are
pleased because the denomination will maintain a
measure of real interest in
the venture. Diebold says
the community needs elderly
housing. Some residents

Denver Opened
(Continuedfrom
TYPE"

page 1)
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There were high
inspirational
times at the Denver, CO General
Assembly!
Goodwill and
openness filled
the air!

IN SONG.

MEANWHILE
ZOOMED
HANDS

CAMERAS

IN ON THE
OF A YOUNG

(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

James H Evens, Jr. Now Heads Colgate Rochester Divinity
(Continued/rom page 1)

Anct:heroogoing project, independently q>erated, but related
to the seminary complex is the
"Howard Thunnan Papers
Project." A staff of researchers
and writers will sooo release
publicatioos based 00 the original documents.

"This has been a year of hq>e,
visioo, and change.lmportant
changes 00 the Hill includethe
renovation of the Ambrose
Swasey
Library and relocatim of the American Bible
Society."
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Faithful Congregations Anchor Irvington Community & Project

OLDEST PART: Built in 1902 as the Bona Thompson
Library, this structure is part of the Missions Building
in Irvington.

3

Tbe Oldtirners' Grapevine

Disciples Church Unit to be Legal Owner of
Missions Building Project
(Continued from page 2)
are retired church employees with personal affection
for the premises.
The project is expected to
assist concerned residents,
the
existing
churches,
schools and other Irvington
institutions in maintaining
and stabilizing this historic
community.
Mansur is a $500 million
company which has processed successful programs
of this nature in several
Downtown projects, including the Century Building and
Lockerbie Market Place.
The architect, Browning,
Day, Mulins & Dierdorf, is
also based in Indianapolis
and has been credited with
good work on the RCA
Dome and the Victory Field
athletic facility.

cial resources to convert the
Bona Thompson Library
wing, the oldest part of the
Missions Building complex,
into a cultural center to
serve apartment residents
and the community. Note
this section in the collage.
An INDIANPOLIS STAR
newspaper photographer's
rendition of this oldest section of the complex can be
seen in the collage on page
three. Before Butler University moved to the west side
of town this building served
as the college library.

I

Denver InSPired1

(Continued from page 2)

MASTERFUL

PIANIST

TOUCHED THE IVORY KEYS.

HE

AL-

MOST EVERYHEART', HAND AND
HEAD WAS AFFECTED.

HIS POWERS

SEEMED

TO BE THAT

OF A MU-

SICAL

A GIGANTlC
TION

A mass Gospel
Chorus colorfully enriched
by a generous
sprinkling of
racial ethnic
members
meshed their
beautiful
voices in song.

MAGICIAN.
EXClAMA-

POINT

SEEMED

SPLASHED ACROSS THE
CELEBRAnvE

Authorities on architecture
claim the Missions Building
is "one of the finest Neoclassical buildings in the
city."

AS

ASSEM-

BLYSCENE.

ASSEMBLY

PLANNERS,

AIDED

BY SUCH AN OUTPOURING

OF

THE HOLY SPIRJT, HAD OPENED
UP UNFORSEEN WAYS TO HIGHLIGHT PROGRAM

The Irvington Historical Society desires to work with
the church in securing finan-

EMPHASES.

(Continued on page 5)

Ways to Spoil Your Grandchild (Borrowed from "Family Circle" 1-97)

SPOil
your grandchild!
...with the parent's perntission,
of course. It's a grandparent's
right- and responsibility as
well as a grandchildren expectation. Just make it a point to
spoil all of your grandchildren
equally.
Create

a postcard collection

for the grandkids by sending
them one from every place you
visit. (or put them in a photo
album.) Dream about visiting
these places together some
day.

W

hen they visit, schedule
a "Granny School" session.
Each day devote an hour to
reading a book or working on
4

a craft project...
Keep a box of old clothes etc.
handy to play "dress up."
Periodically add new things.
To
remain a special and
well-loved grandparent, remember that advice that is not
asked for is advice that should
not be given.

Patrica Clark Passes Baton to NBA
Raymore, MO- Patricia Clark, the former director of Social Ser.
.
.
.
VICeSill the Central Office of the NatiOnal Benevolent Association recently moved on to other areas of humanitarian service.
Pat, along with several others, was a major reason for NBA's arriving at a much higher level of sensitivity to human hurt and
care than it had when she took over from the first Director of Minority Concerns, the late Ariminta Smith, eight and a half years
ago. Ariminta was just beginning to blaze the trail for NBA
when she met untimely death.
For several generations NBA had tunnel vision in its care for others. The original vision given by dedicated church women in
1886 received varied interpretations by key NBA leaders for different times in different places.For example, the National Christian Missionary Convention (initially the only national organization primarily concerned with predominantly African American
congregations) convened its 38th annual gathering in St. Louis,
MO August 16-22, 1954. The host committee from Centennial
Christian Church, received an ad from NBA to be used by the
congregation in the "Welcome Program."
Among other things, the promotional ad said: "During the Crusade for a Christian World, the Disciples of Christ churches contributed $33,587 for service to Negro Aged, and $26,867 for service to Negro children ...Surely every Negro Christian could average a Benevolent Dollar each year to help maintain the program,
once our Benevolent Program is established." The one page ad
was printed in the "Welcome" program! Pat helped raise NBA
sights on such matters far beyond that ad.

I

The OIdtimers' Grapevine

Denver Lifted!

(Continued from page 4)

AS GENERAL

MINISTER

PRESIDENT, DlCKHAMM,

AND
UFTED

HIS HANDS FOR THE BENEDlCTION FOR ALL
TENDED,

WHO

HAD AT-

HE

SAID ''WE HAD
"COME TO SEE
JESUS,

EACH

OTHER,

AND
HEAR

TO

GOD'S VVORD,
HALLELUJAH!"

1HOUSI\NDS

IN ATTENDANCE,

RESPONDED

JOYFULLY

"HAl I EI IIJAH!"

THE

GMP

RESPONDED:

YOU

HAVE COME AND SEEN; NOW
YOU MUST GO FORTH TO DO!"

Social Services and Historical Perspective Encouraged
While providing leadership for seminars in the Natimal Coovocatioo of
. Christian Church's "School of Faith and Life" for 16 years, she stimulated dialog amoog coogregatiooal leaders 00 how coogregatins could
initiateand sustain community social services.
Pat regards her role in creating older adult low-incomehousing interestin
coogregatioosthe most rewarding ofher NBA experiences She proudly
refers to two projects to be launchedthis fall. One is to be co-spoosored
with NBA and the Spencer Church of Christ in Spencer,OK. The aher is
the Marilla Jacksoo-R. H. Peoples Living Center spoosoredby the Light
of the World Christian Church in Indianapolis, IN, led by Bishop T
Garrett Benjamin,Jr. The latterproject hooors Bishop Benjamin's grandmaher and the late Dr. Peoples,ooe of the denominatioo'sgreat leaders.
(Continued on page 6)
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"If we have a hard way to
go, we will walk together in
faith.
If we face a tough problem
we will walk together by
faith.
If we have battles, we will
fight them without bitterness.
If we have a handicap, we
will rise above it. " -Copied-

The Oldtimers' Grapevine

Robert Martin: Former Military ODicer and Retired Corporation StaB;
Ordained a Disciple of Christ Minister
(Disciples of Christ) Church
in Audrian Countym and for
the Kingdom Parish of the
Aux'Vasse City and Benton
City Presbyterian
churches
(USA). Marty has also been a
city councilman and mayor of
Mexico, Mo.

Mexico, MO- After 34 years
of employment as A. P. Green
Industries export specialist,
Robert H. Martin was ordained
June 22, 1997 at First Christian Church where he had been
chairman of the board elders.
Rev. Marilyn L. Stavenger,
who is Professor of Field Education and the Practice of Ministry at Eden Theological Seminary, St. Louis, MO, brought
the principal message.
Marty, who recently received
his Master of Divinity Degree
from Eden Seminary, once
served as president of the Park
Avenue Christian (Disciple of
Christ) Church in East Orange, N.J. He is currently pastor of Midway
Christian

Other participants in the service of ordination were: Randall Sawyer, host pastor, and
Sally R. Erickson, minister of
education for First Christian
Church; Stephen Cranford,
Regional Minister for the
Christian (Disciples of Christ)
Church
in Mid America;
Ralph Glenn, Northeast Area
Minister for the Mid America
Region;
Frieda Foland, pastor of Tulip
Christian (Disciples of Christ)
Church,
Madison,
MO;
Robert Fenlon, elder, First
Presbyterian Church of Mexico and past moderator of the
Missouri Union Presbytery;
Greg Higley, pastor of the St.
Brendan
Catholic
Church.
Kendra
Jackson
sang
"Amazing Grace," and Paula
K. Nials of Albuquerque, N.
M., read Scripture.

Pat's "Walk .Down Memory Lane"
(Continued/rom

The Communion

was served

by elders and deacons from all
of the congregations represented in the above, including
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church
of Auxvasse. The same congregations made up the mass
choir.
As an established leader in the
Mexico community, Marty
has been awarded the "Drum
Major for Justict1Award" by the Au
ddrain
Count
chapter
of
th
Southern Christia
Leadership Confer
ence.

Robert Marty
proves it is never
to late in life to
prepare giving
yourself totally to
the sen'ice of the
Bob and his wife,
Lord and his
Shirley have tw
Church.
children. Joy Led
Walker, an RN, Iiv1
ing with her hus-----.,----band, Mark in Liberty, MO;
and Andrew H. Marty, and his
wife Jill, who live in St. Louis
where he is an attorney.
The Marty's
have three
grandchildren; two in Liberty
high schools, and one in Pharmacy college in St. Louis.

"If we have a challenge, we
will face it.

page 5)

Early in her tmure en the NBA staff, she initiated the 'Walk Down
Memory Lane" which included an 85 picture presentatien in 1990 and
stimulated numbers of African American Disciples of Christ and dhers to
uncover historical archives lying untouched for years in their homes and
churches.
Prior to coming to Missouri, the former NBA Director of Social Services
was active in the Fifth Christian Church of Cleveland, OH.

(Continued on page 8)
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If we have a cross, we wili
bear it.
If they knock us down, we
will get up.
If they laugh at us, we will
keep smiling.
If they talk about us, we
will keep praying. "

The Oldtimers' Grapevine
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Kansas City, Mo- Sophia Jennings Watkins, rom in Hermanville, MS October 3, 1897
died September 14, 1997, a few
days before her l00th birthday.
Honored as "Mother of the
Church" by King David Chapel
CC of Hermanville, she left 6 children, 1 sister, 22 grand:hildren,
32 great grandchildren and II
great great grandchildren. A
daughter, Georgia, is married to
Rev. George Lakes, Sr.. The
memorial was Sept. 20 at S\VOIX
Park Cc. G.eorge Lakes, Jr. ~e
the eulogy and Senior Minister
K. David Cole officiated. Burial
was in Forest Hill. Cemetery.
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In This Issue...

NBA's Pat Clark Passes Baton on to Others- Missions Building Housing Project Nears Reality

Her VibrantWitness is Appreciated.
(Continued from page 6)
But her roots go back to the Piedmont Area in Virginia, where her
great-aunt, Judy Stovall, foundedthe Christian Church in
Willis, VA. She became excited when in researchingthe
If we have a cross,
Piedmont's church history, she fOlmd a picture of the
we will bear it...
gatheringof church leaders,and there was her Aunt Judy!

----

..•.----.l1li

Come holy spirit, renew us, revive us,
reconcile us to God
and to each other ...

Pat is glad to know that St. James Christian Church,
Wilson, NC, may be the first church in that area
related to the Seaboard Assemblies to sponsor a
AMEN
HUD 202 housing unit. She helped stimulate the
interest. She has passed on the baton of enlightened
progress to several qualified NBA staff. We appreciate Pat's
vibrant witness. WKF, SR, Editor
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ost readers will have special interest in the
parental roots of Alvin O. Jackson, the current
Senior Pastor of the 7,800 member Mississippi
Boulevard Christian Church, in Memphis, TN, who
will become the Senior Minister of National City
Christian Church, Washington, D. C., in April, 1998.

M

The early formation of the Alvin 0. Jackson saga has
specific relationship to his becoming a vital force in
the effective witness of the historic Memphis congregation since 1979 and now, the first African American minister to be called as the Senior Pastor of
National City Christian (Disciples of Christ) Church.
(Continued on page 2)

"The Jacksonian background" rests upon left to right, Queen Esther Jackson, the
mother; Tina Brown Jackson, the wife; Alvin O'Neal Jackson, the husband and
center piece; Cullen O'Neal Jackson, "the future;" and Clyde Jackson, the Papa.
"The Jacksonian Background" is set in deeply rooted Christian values.
1

T

he Board of the
predominantly alI-

white Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) in
Georgia, was in Macon, GA voting down
the Search Committee's recommendation
that African American
William (Bill) Edwards
of Memphis become
the next Regional Minister, while a few miles
away in Stone Mountain, GA, (a place
which was once used
as a national showcase
for the fiery cross of
the KKK,)
the citizenry was planning to
inaugurate Chuck Burris in January 1998 as
its first African American mayor.
Meanwhile in Memphis, TN the denomination's largest congregation was planning tearful rituals of goodbye
for their illustrious Senior Pastor, Alvin O.
Jackson,
who was
preparing to leave for
the East Coast to become the first African
American Senior Min
(Continued on page 2)
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The Seed Bed Years

(Continued from page 1)

Alvin's father, Clyde Jackson, ister of National City Christian
was born in Claibourne County, MS in 1922. When Clyde was three Church. This congregation
years old, he was adopted by, 150m C. Franklin and his wife,
which is located
Georgia (Williams), a young, God-fearing couple in Pine W., ••
W•••• - in the heart of the
Grove, MS They provided devoted parental care for Clyde the author of this feature Nation's capitol
article (orG Editor) and
in this small rural town nestled in an area where several early his wife (then Reubena M. is much smaller
African American Disciples of Christ "heroes" were born like Stultz) were faculty mem- than the MemRosa (Welch) and Leslie Page, Cleo Blackburn and Deetsey bers at the Disciples mis- phis charge, but
Blackburn (Gray), Rosa Brown (Bracy), William Jennings, sion institution, Southern has potential for
to name a few.
Christian Institute, Ed- providing a magwards, MS in the mid- nificent witness

e.

150m C. Franklin attended the Disciples of Christ mission
sponsored Southern Christian Institute less than 70 miles
away in Edwards, MS. He developed into one of the
"Spiritual Godfathers" within early African American Christian (Disciples of Christ) church life. When Franklin completed the education provided for S.C.!. students in that day,
he was committed to the Christian ministry. Home missions
church leaders sent him to Virginia and South Carolina as an
"Evangelist." Soon after he returned to the mid-South in
Lum, AL where he led in the establishment ofLum Christian
Institute, another mission schools sponsored by Disciples of

1940's they first met Alvin
O'Neal Jackson's mother
and father to-be, Clyde
Jackson and Queen Esther
Mace, while they were
freshmen students in that
institution.

As faculty advisor to the
Student Ministerial Asso-

ciation, we tried to get
Clyde Jackson to write one
sermon and deliver it to the
campus church, but Clyde
Christ to meet the educational needs of African American was never able to accomstudents in that day
plish that difficult task. It
remained for him to have a
Eventually Franklin returned to Mississippi where he be- son named Alvin O'Neal.
came a reconciling and forward-moving leadership force who would do it for him.

among the predominantly African American congregations.
I. C. Franklin lived long enough to make a positive impact upon the
pre-school life of the embryonic Disciples of Christ minister, Alvin
Jackson. However, the Christian witness of Franklin was indelibly
stamped on his adopted son, Clyde Jackson, who would eventually
bring it fully to bear upon his son, Alvin O. Jackson.and his sisters.
Clyde Jackson's strong spiritual formation enabled him to struggle
valiantly and successfully to get an education. The struggle began in the
Southern Christian Institute, where his step-father had gone. He went
there in 1939 and worked for a year before enrolling. Clyde continued
as "a work student" until he successfully completed high school and the
junior college program. He then entered Jarvis Christian College in
Hawkins, TX in 1947.

for Christ and the
denomination.
This combination
of
historical
events
which
swirl within the
church are symptomatic of the
paradoxical status of race rela-

tions in the nation. However,
within the last
twenty years National City Christian Church has
labored valiantly to make that
congregation a true model of
the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) at its best.

Marked progress in this direction has been made. Divine
Providence has brought Alvin
O. Jackson from a most worthy
performance of ministry In
Memphis, TN to lead National
City nearer to a realization of
its original mission intent.
(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

When Jarvis' professors Earl Rand, and Charles Berry, left
Hawkins, TX to join Alcorn A. and M. College faculty, Alcorn, MS
in 1947, Clyde followed them there to complete his college work
under their tutelege. (Both of these professors were eventually
elected as presidents of Jarvis Christian College.)
Meantime, the mother-to-be of Alvin O. Jackson, Queen Esther
Mace, of Learned, MS was following a similar faith journey.
Preparation for her parental responsibilities came through being
born into a large farm family of eleven children,.a few miles from
Southern Christian Institute in Edwards. She entered SCI as a
student in 1944 where she met fellow student, Clyde Jackson. She
found him already deeply immersed in campus life.
Each pursued different campus interests, but both became trusted
and contributing members of the campus community. Clyde worked
with Dean of Men, James Ratten, as the Head Student Counselor in
the Boy's Dormitory. Before graduation he had served as President
of the YMCA, Student Ministerial Group, Student Council, and his
graduating class. Meantime, Queen Esther quietly joined her sister,
Mannetta, as a dependable student associate for the Head Dietitian,
Mrs. Ethel Rollins. During the World War II years Queen Esther
helped to guide a work group of students who operated a large
campus canning and food preservation program. This included harvesting fruits, vegetables, picking wild berries, and all of the
necessary activities necessary for food preservation. These services
were crucial to the successful conduct of World War II , as well as
the survival of the small Church missions school.

The Jacksonian Story Begins
In 1948 Clyde and Queen Esther were married. Queen left SCI in
1949 to join her husband, Clyde, in Indianola, Jasper County, MS
where both were employed in the Laurel, MS public school system
Queen Esther drew upon her strong family background provided by
her parents, George and Esther Mace, and her ten brothers and
sisters. This family setting enabled Queen Esther to become a major
factor in building up the Jackson Household.
Her parents had been hard working farmers who died before they
were able to fully discharge their parental responsibilities. That task
(Continued on page 4)

a

(Continued from page 2)

In spite of the probability that
outmoded social tradition and
narrow vision won out in the
recent Georgia debacle, the
forces of right and Christian
courage are not dead in Georgia. Reportedly the Search
Committee voted to nominate
Dr. William Edwards, the emminently qualified Executive
Minister for the Memphis, TN
Missippippi Boulevard Christian Church, as Regional Minister for Georgia. They were
joined by others on the Official
Board, but not enough for the
two-thirds required. However,
God's larger will for the Church
is on its way in Georgia ..
The currents of race relations
which swirl around us today
should cause us to question
ourselves. "What would Jesus
Christ do as a voting member of
an official board dealing with
issues which have racial factors? How do we handle such
matters in our home? our
neighborhood?
our town?
Why can't we talk and act more
courageously on such matters
within the life of the church?
-wkf-

NOTE: This will be a viewpoint column and will be car, ried periodically. If
interested, send contributions to
THE' GRAPEVINE
addresses listed on page 11- wkf
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had fallen to the oldest sister and
__________
---' brother. Eight of the children are still
living.Five remain in Mississippiand three are in California,lllinois and
Indiana. Most have had successful teaching careers and are retired.
Each is a member ofa Christian(Disciples of Christ) Church.

Indianapolis, IN- Ernest and
Janice Newborn, retired Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) general staff, report that
their daughter, Professor Mary
Jo Wiggins, of the School of
The heritage streams of the Mace Family and Jackson Family were Law faculty of the University of
joined by Clyde and Queen Esther when they were married in 1948. San Diego, was one of
Alvin was born in Laurel, MS in 1950 and grew up in
the"distinguished scholIndianaola. A sister, Mavis, followed. She is a public
ars"honored September
school teacher in Indianapolis, IN. Then twin sisters,
19, 1997 during the
Claretta and Loretta were born. Claretta lives in
University'sFall ConvoKnoxville, TN and works for a computer contractor.
cation.
Her husband,Walter Sullivan,is an M.D. and bother of
Mary Jo received the
Dr. Louis Sullivan, the former Secretary of Health.
Herzog
Endowed
Twin sister, Loretta, lives in Oakland, CA and works in
Scholar Award which
a hospital. She has a PH.D in Micro Biology and an
"recognizes meritorious
M.D. in Emergency Room Medicine. Her husband is a
teaching or scholarly
public school administrator.
Mary Jo Newborn productivity and provides funds for profesThe Jackson's and New Horizons
sional development or
increased time for reClyde and Queen Esther moved to Sunflower County,
search and teaching for
MS where they lived in Indianola and worked in the
a one year period to
public school system. He retired as principal of an,~
~ younger Law faculty."
elementaryschool in the Jasper County School System,~,
~
1\
near Laurel, MS. Queen Esther was a faithful worker
Attorney Wiggins came
with senior citizens. They live in retirement on the old
to San Diego in 1990
Mace familyfarm place, near Edwards, MS.
from private practice in
civil
litigation at the
Like most parents, Clyde and Queen Esther Jackson, t
Law firm of Ice Miller
have watched their children grow with bated breath
Donadio & Ryan of Inand daily prayers. Parental rewards have been many.
dianapolis, IN , to join
Now they look toward the Nation's Capitol to view
the University of San
their son, Alvin O'Neal Jackson, as he leaves Memphis
Diego Law faculty. The
"
to provide ministerialleadership for a congregation which is charged San Diego Chapter of the
with an expansiveand important mandate in Christian mission.
League of Women Voters recently named her a "Woman of
Hopefully, its strategic location in the Nation's Capitol, and the abiding Vision in Law." Mary Jo Newcommitment of talents and resources in this faithful membership will born Wiggins is married to
form a winningcombinationas Pastor Jackson mounts its pulpit.
Donald Wiggins, a marketing
executive. They have one son,
(Continued on page 5) Nathan.
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But Clyde and Queen Esther Jackson are not alone as they look at
their son, Alvin O. Jackson, and his new frontier. Minister Jackson
is joined by his wife, Tina, a faithful and most efficient help-mate
and homemaker. She has also been the catalyst for developing a
significant congregation sponsored day school program in Memphis. She was the first principal and now Director of Development
and Public Relations for the Mississippi Boulevard Christian
Academy, which is a fully accredited pre-school to the 6th. grade
school with a solid 400 member student body.
Tina, a native of Roanoke, VA met Alvin in that city while he was
the Senior Pastor at Louden Avenue Christian Church. She has
been by his side as a help mate as he completed his basic seminary
work at Duke University; and, before coming to Mississippi Boulevard in Memphis, TN, he labored as an most effective associate
pastor to Thomas Garrett Benjamin, Jr., the eminent senior minister
at Light of the World Christian Church, Indianapolis, IN. Tina has
always enriched the quality in the educational aspects of her husband's ministry. Their teen aged son, Cullen O'Neal, joins his
mother to assure Alvin O. Jackson, the father and husband, high
quality assistance in Washington, D. C.
The Challenge Continues
Mississippi Boulevard Christian Church has long been a sacred
treasure in the expression of the Christian religion and African
American socio-economic, and political empowerment in the South.
For more than two generations, its Senior Pastor Blair T. Hunt,
who was a high school principal and silver tongued pulpiteer, joined
hands and heart with 1. E. Walker, a faithful Disciples of Christ
layman, to make Mississippi Boulevard Christian Church a standard
bearing congregation.
Dr. Walker finished medical school, but decided to establish a bank
and start an insurance company. Hunt and Walker joined with God
and like-minded associates in the congregation to motivate the
upbuilding of the Mrican American community in Metro Memphis,
TN and adjoining mid-Southern areas. Pastors and associated
leaders in the Mississippi Boulevard. congregation have faithfully
tried to build upon that rich legacy. Alvin O. Jackson has been more
successful in doing this than anyone else ..
(Continued on page 6)
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NBA Leader, Tom Johns, Pioneered in Inclusive Ministry
I Raymore, MO- Tom Johns, the
'former athlete, college administrator, and gifted NBA leader, was
I given a celebrative retirement salute
;by some 200 friends and family at
:the Foxwood Springs Living CenterNovember 7, 1997. He left coli lege
administration, to become the
I founding chief executive at Foxi wood Springs.

After 16 years of stellar service, he
became a regional field executive
for the Central Office of NBA for
another 6 and 1/2 years. Virginia
McHenry, a devoted associate, was
,Mistress of Ceremonies. Regional
Field Executive James Frazier, gave
a warm tribute in behalf of NBA.
Tom's children and grandchildren
shared statements of appreciation.

IIMS' 4thIInull Piln•• r
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(Continued from page 5)
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The Jackson Story which began
__________
--' with the union of Clyde Jackson and
Queen Esther Mace, two humble people from small towns in rural
Mississippi, continues. Alvin Jackson's doctoral thesis was
entitled: "A Preaching Model for Equipping Disciples
(Making Numbers Count)". Memphis, Tennessee's Mississippi Boulevard Christian Church
was an outstanding
provng ground. It should have signicant duplication
at
National City Christian Church.
,--
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Mother Henry at 100 years old and tbe surviving Henry family.

__

Hawkins, TX- Among a star-

studded cast of twelve senior citizen "high achievers" to be inducted into the Jarvis
Christian College's Pioneer Hall of Fame
October 1997 during
its Fourth Annual
Banquet observance,
were Milton A. Curry
Ellis L. Jordan
and. Ellis Laurence
Jordan of Chicago, IL
James O. Griffin of
Kilgore, TX and Effie
Stamps Burford ofIndianapolis, IN. All are
veteran church leaders, with noteworthy
participation in the
congregational,
regional, and national
life and work of the
Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ).
..L-- __

----''''--,

Palestine, TX- Ophelia S. Henry, the youngest of twelve
children born of Matthew and Eliza Choice Spencer in Smith
Ellis Jordan's early
County, TX October 12, 1897, joined the "Century Club"
introduction to the
this year! Eight living members of her family of ten children,
church came as a stuhonored her with a 100th. Birthday Celebration October 11,
dent in the former
1997 in New Fellowship Christian Church. Ophelia Spencer
Southern
Christian
was a graduate of Northeast Texas Christian Theological and
Institute of Edwards,
Industrial College of Palestine. Her lifelong partner, Enoch W.
MS. He went on to
Henry, Sr., joined to give steadfast and enlightened church
secure a B. S. degree
leadership in East Texas. Together, they raised a family which
from Alabama State
has seen some of its members (i. e. Carol, Enoch, Jr.,
University
before
Kenneth) play significant leadership roles throughout the
Effie L.Burford
launching on honorChristian (D of C) Church. The Century Celebration was ~dI!!!!!!IIl!!l!'''''!!!III!II_IIl!I!I!II!_dl able military service in
enriched with tributes and readings from Enoch W. Henry, Jf., and
the United States Army in 1942.
Carol Boyd. Floyd D. (pianist) combined with an aunt, Mattie Estes
He returned to civilian life in 1945
(organist) to do an instrumental duet in memory of his brother,
to join his wife, Louise Hill, in
DeChun. Ophelia Henry has 22 grandchildren, 31 great grandchildren,
nurturing a fine family of two
and 9 great great grandchildren. She is best known as a friend to all.
daughters and three sons for 54
years.
(Continued on page 7)
I

"Pilnllrs" Sim With
aSllil1
(Continuedfrom page)
For more than 50 years he has
been a stalwart member and
leader in Park Manor Christian
Church of Chicago, IL~the Parent Teacher Association movement~ the Star Supporter Ministerial Scholarship Fund effort of
his denomination~ as well as a
faithful participant
in civic
groups concerned with humanitarian betterment. Many awards
were received during this long
course of service.

Milton A. Curry, a native of
Indianapolis, IN, was the first
African American to be named
by the governor of Illinois as a
commissioner and Chair of the
Illinois State Scholarship Commission, responsible for the administration of more than $100
million dollars in state and federal funds. He is a graduate of
Jarvis Christian College, and is
a member of its Board of Directors.
After earning a doctoral degree
in social psychology from Indiana University, he returned to
Illinois where he became an active member in the Park Manor
Christian Church. He rose to the
presidency of the Illinois Head
Head Start and Day Care Association. Later he became the
President of the Region VHead
Start Association, and a board
member of the National Head
Start Association.
1

Hallinducteeiliad lun linlDr. Curry is an active Disciples
of Christ minister, and is currently the senior minister at
Parkway Gardens Christian
Church. He was recently
elected to the Board of the
General Church.
He is married to Larris
Verniece Curry. They have
three children~ Milan Alexander, Milah Alexandra, and
Ebony Alia.

o. Grffin, of Kilgore,
TX was born in Greenville
TX. He s a proven educator
and administrator, and an ordained minister in the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ.

James

His educational career includes
instructorships in mathematics
and all of the sciences~ coaching football and basketball~
holding principalships of an elementary school. and serving
as
vice-president
of
Development-Church
Relations at his alma mater, Jarvis
Christian Christian College.
He has been involved in all
denominational strucctures, including
teaching
Sunday
School, eldership, chair of the
congregation, presidency of
fellowship groups, district,
state and national, and a board
member of major church agencies and program units. He is
currently the Vice-President
of the National Convocation of
the Christian Church.

His family consists of wife, E.
Nixon Griffin and two children,
Mrs. Pamela R. Mitchell~ Dr.
James D. Griffin, and five grandchildren.

Effie Stamps Burford, is a native of Learned, MS, and an
ordained minister in the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
Formal preparation for service
began as a student at former
Southern Christian Institute of
Edwards. Following completion
of the program, she went to
Tougaloo College, Tougaloo,
MS and Butler University, Indianapolis, IN. She was a major in
Spanish and earned a Bachelor
of Arts Degree in Religious
Studies from Butler, and later, a
Masters Degree in History and
the Bible.
Mrs. Buford has been Chair for
the denomination's Reconciliation Steering Committee~ ViceChair of the Board for its Division of Overseas Ministries~ and
Vice President of the National
Convocation of the Christian
(Disciples of Christ) Church.
She has headed the Board of
Yoke Fellow Institute, Regional
Director of the Year for Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc.~ and inducted
into the Tougaloo College Hall
of Fame, Tougaloo, MS. She has
been in volunteer service in USA
& overseas.
Her family includes, a son,
Maurice M. Boler, and daughters, Mesdames Cecelia A. Johnson, and Suzette Fears.

1IIIIIUItS un•• IIrIIlIlblUI'S 40 IIlr MIIISII'lII
GreenWood,
MS- Aaron Johnson,·
who ~ povided 40 years gffldfast ministerial service to the First Christian/East
Percy Street Christian (Disciples of
Chrig) Church, Greenwood and Northside Christian Church ofWes. Point, MS,
will be presented the Pension Fund's
Honor Pin December 30, 1997.
Regional
Minister
William McKnight will
~ joined with Retired
General Church Staff
Ozark Range, Sr. in
making the presentation
during a banquet program at East Percy
Street.

Ellt 'Irev SU.lt .IIINlrIII·

Greenwood during these years. Consequently, it was expedient that the
congregation change its name from
"First Christian" to East Percy Street
Christian Church. The controversy
over name, caused the newly elected
young pastor, Aaron Johnson, to raise
group consciousness, increase Christian solidarity in the congregation,
and perform Christian witness.
Between
1964 and
1974 the congregation
was committed to making the existing church
structure more functional, and to add a
modem an educational
building. Program activities in the congregation increased.

11111U.klllil

Along with this OOdicatedwitness, Aaron
Johnson was commuting from Greenwood to serve the Northside· Christian
Church in Wes. Point, MS. Sq:Wnber 2,
1997, after 39 years of service, this con~on
showed Elder and Mrs. Aaron
Jolwon their respect by sponsoring a Retirement Banquet Program They recognized Pdstor Johnson, as a "third generation" Disciple of Chrig whose "family's
religious roots lie <hlp in MississiAJi Disciple hi9:ory and extend 00ck to the beginning of this centwy..."

Former
Director
for
Black Ministry Range,
Rev.
Johnson
was
Sr. , says "At the beginelected
the
chairman
of
ning of the Civil Rights
Elder and Mrs. Aaron
the
district
structure
of
Movement, Aaron JohnJohnson
the church and later,
son and the Greenwood
President
of
the
Mississippi Christian
congregation were the very first in
Missionary
Convention.
He served
the area to open their doors. Pastor
six
years
as
the
Chairman
of the
Johnson was frequently called upon
Auditing
Committee
for
delegates
to
to interpret this stance of openness
the
International
Convention
of
and reconciliation in other MissisChristian Churches. Finally, in 1979
sippi congregations
serving both
the
congregation completed its dream
races. "
for having a renovated church building and a new educational plant.
Church records describe the years of
the Civil Rights Struggle in Mississippi (1959- 1963), when the congregation had to change its name from
"First Christian"
to "East Percy
Street Christian Church." The name
"First Christian" had been adopted in
1946 under the leadership of Elders
E. L. Griffin and Thomas Brooks.
They had elected to changed the
name from "Colored
Christian
Chapel of Greenwood," which had
been taken when the church was
established July 20, 1920, to "First
Christian. "
The fires of racial hatred and Jim
Crowism were burning brightly in

Rev. Johnson spurred

rennovation

Cl111lnU1111

Aaron Johnson has been building a
Christian
ministry
founded
on
Gospel principles lived and implanted Mrican American Disciples
of Christ heroes like pastors M. C.
Tisdale, Edward L. Griffin, B. L.
Jacobs, Eugene Mason, Bird C. Culvert, Jimmie C. Keys, Sr. (and Jr.), S.
D. Yarbrough, John Gill and others.
When Senior Pastor Aaron Johnson
wife, Alma, and children, Carl Van~
and Wyneva, joins him as he receives
the Honor Pin, that moment will
symbolize the passing on of rich contributions to the witness of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in
Mississippi and the nation.

•

equiping the church to meet human need
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IIFor Whom the Bells Toll
Anthony Thomas: A
Perry Como Associate

offer and went on to become a
famous recording star. Anthony
Thomas remained in Cleveland
where he devoted his talents to
singing , directing choirs, and
working as a lay elder in the
Cedar Avenue Christian Church.

Cleveland, OH- Anthony Barret Thomas, the Humboldt, TN
native with an "ear for music"
and a "mellow, tenor
voice, passed away
October 16, 1997
and was memorialized October 22 in
Dunham
Avenue
Christian
Church.
Della January, one
of the three daughters of the deceased,
currently of the National Convocation
of Christian Church,
read the obituary.
Pastor
Cornelius
Edwards gave the
eulogy and officiated. Other sharing
in the service included
Lawrence
Anderson,
Pastor,
Parkwood Christian
Church and Timothy
James, Pastor, Fifth
Christian Church.
R. Lesly Page Smith
Early in his musical
career he worked as
a waiter at the Fen- •...••------.
way Hall Hotel of Cleveland,
OH where he met the singer,
Perry Como. They sang as they
served the hotel guests. An
agent encouraged them both to
come to New York City in an
effort to become recording
artists. Perry Como took up the

•

-----II

While employed by
an msurance company and the Cuyahoga Public Library
System, he was a
member of the well
known
African
American
male
Southlanders Glee
Club and sang for
many
weddings,
concerts, teas, and
funerals.
He is survived by
his wife, Lucille;
daughters,
Della.
Louellen and Betty,
three grandsons, a
stepson,
granddaughter, and many
niecesand nephews.

Vinton D.
Bradshaw: Established CTS
Field Extension Program
Indianapolis,
IN- Vinton D.
Bradshaw, 75, the initiator and
supervisor of Christian Theological Seminary's field education
program for 29 years, died October 6, 1997. His Homegoing was

liE ILITIMUS'IIIPIIIIE

celebrated October 10 in University Park Christian Church where
he was a member
The Drake University graduate
with a master's and doctorate degree from Butler School of Religion and Boston University respectively, also served as an Indiana associate regional minister for
the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) and was a minister for
congregations in Tennessee, Iowa,
and Paragon, IN.
He is survived by wife, Martha
June; children, Rebecca Bradshaw
Price, Sarah Beth Bradshaw Settecase, David H. Bradshaw; sister
Lola Bradshaw Knudesen; and six
grandchildren.

R. Lesly Page Smith
Chicago,
IL- R. Lesly Page
Smith, 95, native of Port Gibson,
MS, was memorialized in her
church of membership, Park
Manor Christian Church, October
21, 1997. She was preceded in
death by her only sister, Rosa Page
Welch
Lesly received early formal education at Southern Christian Institute, Edwards, MS and moved to
Chicago, IL in 1932 to a long and
effective service in the church. She
(Continued on page 10)
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(Continuedfrom

page 9)

began as a faithful member and
worker in the Oakwood Boulevard Christian Church, and remained for more than 40 years
as a leader in a variety of ways
as the core membership moved
to Indiana Avenue, and eventually to the present location
called Park Manor.
In addition to being a member
of the Finance Committee and
Financial Secretary of the
Church for more than 40 years,
she was a Christian Women's
Fellowship group leader and
president; teacher in Vacation
Church School, and Church
Clerk. She was a recipient of
many honors, awards, and testimonials.
Park Manor Pastor James L.
Demus brought the eulogy with
Associate Pastor, Monte Akers,
Jf., assisting. The Sanctuary
Choir sang and Benjamin
Rogers, Jr. sang "The 23rd
Psalm" by Matt~ews. Final rituals took place at Oakland Memory Lanes.

Whlllir Inluguratld It 1.1.1.- Breld Ittlndlnel
brought the inaugural address.
Indianapolis, IN- October 27- Other well known members of
the Christian Church (Disciples
29, 1997 the Board of Trustees
of Christ) who participated in
of 31 members and the 35 member faculty, along with staff and the three days of inaugural ceremony were: Richard
L.
students of Christian TheologiHamm, President and General
cal Seminary of Indianapolis,
Minister,
Christian
Church
IN, joined in celebration with
(Disciples
of
hundreds of friends
Christ); Bishop T.
and alumni to inauGarrett Benjamin,
gurate Edward L.
Jr., Senior Pastor,
Wheeler as the fifth
Light of the World
president.
Christian Church;
C.Edward
He is the first African
Weisheimer,
ReAmerican
scholar
gional
Minister,
and administrator to
Christian Church
lead this large semiof
nary
Ed war.d L Wh eeIer, (Disciples
.Christian
.
Christ)
in
Indiana;
Church (DIscIples
·· of 5th• CTS P resl'dent
M. Lamar CampChri)st re Iate d InstIbell, Minister of
tution with more ~~~Il\'-~~-_
Music and Spirit of
than 400 students
Praise Choir, Light
from some fifteen
of the World Chrisdenominations ..
tian Church; Daniel
B. Manworren, Associate
General
Minister for Administration;
and
Charles Webb, Jr,
DHM Director of
Black Ministries.
1.lg•••••

~IiIII6Bj •••

a..

Representatives

came from seven Christian
Church units, twenty theological seminaries; ten universities
and colleges; and fourteen ecclesiastical and religious institutions.

Among the family cherishing
her memory are: niece, Linnie
Freeman; nephew, Gale (Lois)
Welch; and many distant kin.

Dr. Alvin Jackson, senior minister at Mississippi Boulevard
Christian Church, Memphis, TN
18
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Vision Nears Fulfillment
TIEILm.EIS' IWEIIIE
Indianapolis, IN- Bishop T.
Garrott Benjamin has always
believed "the
church ought
to serve people
from the cradle
to the grave."
Thus, Light of
the World Christian Church
has a ''Respect Academy for
Children," a 200 plot section in
Crown Hill Cemetery known
as Light of the World Memorial Gardens, and has begun
construction of senior citizen
housing, named in memory of
his grandmother, Marilla Jackson, and his spiritual mentor,
Dr. Robert HPeoples.

First of four 50 unit senior citizen housing reaches full occupancy as
the last phase of Bishop T. Garrott Benjamin's vision of "Cradle to
Grave Services" sponsored by Light of the World nears fulfillment.
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